We always get a fair and honest answer when ever we bring our
van in for service. The vehicle is done when promised. Great
customer service.
by JERRY'S PRO SHOP on 2015-01-20

We always get a fair and honest answer when ever we bring our van in for
service. The vehicle is done when promised. Great customer service.
NPS:

Thank you for your awesome and timely service.
by TOM BARTUCH on 2015-01-10

Thank you for your awesome and timely service.
NPS: N/A

Great custimer service as always! I never feel like I'm being
hustled or tricked because I'm a female when I come here for
service. JJ has always been honest and straightforward with
me...they are very respectable and I tell others about
Automedics all the time. As a side note, I would like toThank JJ
and his staff for staying late Saturday to fix my car ...truly
appreciated.
by LASHANNA BELLAS on 2013-08-18

Great custimer service as always! I never feel like I'm being hustled or
tricked because I'm a female when I come here for service. JJ has always
been honest and straightforward with me...they are very respectable and I
tell others about Automedics all the time. As a side note, I would like
toThank JJ and his staff for staying late Saturday to fix my car ...truly
appreciated.

NPS:

J.J , Scott and the crew go beyond what is excepted in a car
repair place. i call with any new sounds that my 1999 audi
makes and i am always greeted warm and welcoming. ( my car
is great because of their loving care) they have supplied me
with rides home when necessary. THE BEST !!!!!
by KYLE VANWICKEVOORT on 2013-08-09

J.J , Scott and the crew go beyond what is excepted in a car repair place. i
call with any new sounds that my 1999 audi makes and i am always greeted
warm and welcoming. ( my car is great because of their loving care) they
have supplied me with rides home when necessary. THE BEST !!!!!
NPS:

Service, care, and efficiency are what Schaumburg Automedics
are all about. They are the best!
by JOHN PINZKER on 2013-08-09

Service, care, and efficiency are what Schaumburg Automedics are all
about. They are the best!
NPS:

I always trust my car to Schaumburg...
by ELANOR SMITH on 2013-08-03

I always trust my car to Schaumburg Automedics. They are top notch
mechanics and good people. I know I can count on Scott, JJ, and the whole
team to give me good advice and fair service.
NPS: N/A

Car maintenance discussions, needs...
by JOHN LANTZ on 2013-07-31

Car maintenance discussions, needs and wants, can be a challenge for a
woman. The team at Schaumburg Automedics takes time to inform me if I
need particular service at this time. I do come in with knowledge having
reviewed previous worksheets. The team at SA and I work together for the
best plan of service for me at this time. The manner in which this is done is
informative and clear. I am very comfortable with their work ethic and
performance.
NPS:

I brought my car to be looked at...
by RAMONA KESSEL on 2013-07-24

I brought my car to be looked at because it was making a clunking noise.
Schaumburg Automedics was able to fix my car the same day. Thank you
because of you I had a nice weekend
NPS:

On Tuesday, July 16, I stopped...
by LEE HOGAN on 2013-07-21

On Tuesday, July 16, I stopped by Schaumburg Automedics to get an
estimate on fixing my vehicle before taking it in for the emissions test. I have
been looking at the service engine light for quite some time. All I wanted
was some kind of idea of what it might cost. J J, the owner stopped what he
was doing, got some type of test equipment, walked out to my car, plugged
the equipment into the cars system, and ran a diagnostics test on my
system. It took a few minutes to get a reading, which as he read it, wasn't
what he was looking for. First of all, I never expected J J to drop what he
was doing when I got there. To top off the visit, J J, not being satisfied with

the first diagnostic reading, went in the shop, got a different piece of test
equipment, and ran another complete test, which I never expected him to
do. I felt bad that I might have interrupted him when I arrived, but felt really
good about his concern for my problem. We talked about a range of what
the repairs might cost. Being a 2001 Maxima, with 180K miles, I really didn't
want to spend anywhere near the high end of the estimate, but something
had to be done, since emissions was right around the corner. Anyway, he
reset the system, and I drove away, He didn't charge me a penny. That
night after driving about 30 miles, the engine light came back on. I called J J
the next day. He asked if I could drop the car the next day at 7:30AM. I
didn't have a way to get to work, so J J offered their company car. This
made it very convenient. Again, the experience of dealing with Schaumburg
Automedics was getting even better. To top off the great experience, J J
called at 11:00AM to tell me the car was ready. I asked for the total of the
bill. I was shocked. For J J to stop what he was doing the first day, do two
diagnostic test, then give me a loaner car, and fix my car, OH, I FORGOT
TO MENTION HOW SCHAUMBURG AUTOMEDICS WENT ABOVE AND
BEYOND, THEY TOOK MY CAR OVER TO THE EMISSIONS TEST LANE
AND HAD THE CAR TESTED, AND IT PASSED!!!! I never asked them to
do this. All I can say is, if Schaumburg Automedics treats all their customers
even half as well as they treated me, they'll never have to advertise, word of
mouth will take care of that. Thank you J J!
NPS:

great service and good people.
by JOYCE ARNESEN on 2013-07-17

great service and good people. who could ask for more?
NPS:

Excellent customer service and...
by DANA CONAWAY on 2013-07-16

Excellent customer service and a quick turn around on the repair
NPS:

Excellent service yet again!!
by DIANA CABRETTI on 2013-07-02

Excellent service yet again!!
NPS:

What a GREAT REPAIR FACILITY!!
by MICHAEL CLARK on 2013-06-29

What a GREAT REPAIR FACILITY!! Never doubt that your vehicle will be
returned fixed right the first time from JJ and Scott at Automedics. Customer
for LIFE!!!
NPS:

JJ, My truck is steering like new...
by DARRIN PETERSON on 2013-05-23

JJ, My truck is steering like new again. Thanks for properly repairing the
issue. After having my current repair shop attempt to repair the truck twice,
I'm done with them. You've got a new customer!
NPS: N/A

Thanks for repairing my car - It is so nice to drive a quiet SUV
instead of a small plane ready for take-off.
by ROGER DOBER on 2016-06-18

Thanks for repairing my car - It is so nice to drive a quiet SUV instead of a
small plane ready for take-off.

NPS:

We have been bringing our vehicles to Schaumburg
Automedics for over 20 years and have always been happy with
the quality of their work. We trust that they will accurately fix
the problem and appreciate their honesty regarding the degree
of work/money to invest in cars as they get older. We will
definitely continue to bring our cars here.
by Anon on 2016-06-17

We have been bringing our vehicles to Schaumburg Automedics for over 20
years and have always been happy with the quality of their work. We trust
that they will accurately fix the problem and appreciate their honesty
regarding the degree of work/money to invest in cars as they get older. We
will definitely continue to bring our cars here.
NPS:

As usual great service! Never a complaint on how they treat
their customers. Very professional and always good pricing.
by LISA DAQUILANTE on 2016-06-17

As usual great service! Never a complaint on how they treat their
customers. Very professional and always good pricing.
NPS:

I've been taking my cars to Schaumburg Automedics for years
and cannot say enough good things about the service and
staff. They do excellent work and only the work that is needed. I
will always recommend them to my friends and colleagues,
by DOUG SANDBERG on 2016-06-12

I've been taking my cars to Schaumburg Automedics for years and cannot
say enough good things about the service and staff. They do excellent work
and only the work that is needed. I will always recommend them to my
friends and colleagues,
NPS:

I would recommend Schaumburg Automedics Inc. to anyone
who asks about car repair. Thanks for all the great work done.
by RICHARD ZYWARSKI on 2016-05-22

I would recommend Schaumburg Automedics Inc. to anyone who asks
about car repair. Thanks for all the great work done.
NPS:

Service was just as I expected, very good. Dropped my car off,
got a call with the price and it was done pronto. Great
by KRISTY RITCHIE on 2016-05-13

Service was just as I expected, very good. Dropped my car off, got a call
with the price and it was done pronto. Great
NPS:

Mike was extremely helpful in assisting me with my vehicle
they simply give you as much information about your vehicle
and help you prioritize when you have multiple issues that need
to be resolved on your vehicle auto medics are the number 1
mechanic that i have ever been to.
by REGGIE HURDLE on 2016-05-12

Mike was extremely helpful in assisting me with my vehicle they simply give
you as much information about your vehicle and help you prioritize when

you have multiple issues that need to be resolved on your vehicle auto
medics are the number 1 mechanic that i have ever been to.
NPS:

These guys are great. Good at what they do and always polite.
by ERNESTO PYE on 2016-05-11

These guys are great. Good at what they do and always polite.
NPS:

The service provided was excellent. An inspection was
performed on the vehicle which discovered other problems,
however they were honest about the nature of the issues
whether they were immediately necessary or less serious. They
were very personable and explained their process and findings
thoroughly.
by Anon on 2016-05-05

The service provided was excellent. An inspection was performed on the
vehicle which discovered other problems, however they were honest about
the nature of the issues whether they were immediately necessary or less
serious. They were very personable and explained their process and
findings thoroughly.
NPS:

My dealings with them was very good. Scott and Mike were
very polite and helped me with my car. My husband always told
me to go to Schaumburg Automedics for car repairs. You can
really trust them.
by JERRY JAKEN on 2016-05-05

My dealings with them was very good. Scott and Mike were very polite and
helped me with my car. My husband always told me to go to Schaumburg
Automedics for car repairs. You can really trust them.
NPS:

Schaumburg Automedics provided superior service. They were
able to diagnose and fix the trouble in one day. They are
extremely trustworthy and open about what is wrong, what
needs to be fixed and what could be waited on. Their prices are
competitive and many times less than other repair shops.
by PATRICK BLACK on 2016-05-04

Schaumburg Automedics provided superior service. They were able to
diagnose and fix the trouble in one day. They are extremely trustworthy and
open about what is wrong, what needs to be fixed and what could be waited
on. Their prices are competitive and many times less than other repair
shops.
NPS:

Hi Mike and Scott, Thanks for the great follow up last Friday. It
was crucial time and time crunching time in our house hold.
Things went well and I appreciate that you both made good
decisions in recommending the decisions the work I requested.
This is great customer service, which means that you care for
the future customers to work with you at Schaumburg
Autometics. Thank you again, Bruce
by BRUCE/JEAN HUCHRO on 2016-05-04

Hi Mike and Scott, Thanks for the great follow up last Friday. It was crucial
time and time crunching time in our house hold. Things went well and I
appreciate that you both made good decisions in recommending the
decisions the work I requested. This is great customer service, which means
that you care for the future customers to work with you at Schaumburg
Autometics. Thank you again, Bruce

NPS:

Great service. Very helpful and professional.
by LARRY PRIBBLE on 2016-04-23

Great service. Very helpful and professional.
NPS:

I called on Monday to make an appointment. I was told that you
had a busy schedule. You asked if I could bring my car in at
8:00 Thursday morning. I said O.K. I dropped the car off at 8:00.
I didn't hear anything from you so I called at 3:00. I was told
that you just started my oil chance and you were just starting
the inspection of my car. You said that you'd call back soon.
Two hours later I was told that the estimate was over $1,800
and the work wouldn't be finished until mid day Saturday
because it was too late to order the parts (today). I was offered
a loner. I believed that if i brought in for an early appointment
that an inspection would be done early enough in the day to be
able to the parts. This has happened before to me. On the good
side, I'm very happy with your work and your staff has been
accommodating and informative.
by MARSHALL HOLMBERG on 2016-04-20

I called on Monday to make an appointment. I was told that you had a busy
schedule. You asked if I could bring my car in at 8:00 Thursday morning. I
said O.K. I dropped the car off at 8:00. I didn't hear anything from you so I
called at 3:00. I was told that you just started my oil chance and you were
just starting the inspection of my car. You said that you'd call back soon.
Two hours later I was told that the estimate was over $1,800 and the work
wouldn't be finished until mid day Saturday because it was too late to order
the parts (today). I was offered a loner. I believed that if i brought in for an
early appointment that an inspection would be done early enough in the day

to be able to the parts. This has happened before to me. On the good side,
I'm very happy with your work and your staff has been accommodating and
informative.
NPS:

The only place I take my truck.
by MIKE MCGUIGAN on 2016-04-19

The only place I take my truck.
NPS:

Highly knowledgeable, professional and friendly staff! It was a
pleasant experience. Ask for Scott!
by ANNE PETRAKOVITZ on 2016-04-15

Highly knowledgeable, professional and friendly staff! It was a pleasant
experience. Ask for Scott!
NPS:

Excellent service every time I bring my vehicles in for service.
by BRIAN SZALONY on 2016-04-12

Excellent service every time I bring my vehicles in for service.
NPS:

Fabulous service! ! They take ecellent care if my 15 year old
van. She runs like a new car!!

by FRANCES HILL on 2016-04-11

Fabulous service! ! They take ecellent care if my 15 year old van. She runs
like a new car!!
NPS:

Twice now, I've had Schaumburg Automedics do extensive
work on my car. Both times I have been totally pleased with the
results. They do great work. I trust them.
by BRUCE LECKIE on 2016-04-06

Twice now, I've had Schaumburg Automedics do extensive work on my car.
Both times I have been totally pleased with the results. They do great work.
I trust them.
NPS:

Very satisfied with service. Always a professional atmosphere
and service.
by BRIAN SZALONY on 2016-03-31

Very satisfied with service. Always a professional atmosphere and service.
NPS:

I had our work van in for an oil change. During the inspection
process the tech found that the brake master cylinder was
leaking brake fluid on to the vehicle computer. They replaced
the brake master cylinder saving me the expense of possible
having to replace the vehicle computer due to brake fluid
leaking on to it and cause it to fail. Not to mention the safety

issues concerning the master cylinder going out and not
having any brakes. Great preventive service that saved me
money in the long run.
by JERRY'S PRO SHOP on 2016-03-30

I had our work van in for an oil change. During the inspection process the
tech found that the brake master cylinder was leaking brake fluid on to the
vehicle computer. They replaced the brake master cylinder saving me the
expense of possible having to replace the vehicle computer due to brake
fluid leaking on to it and cause it to fail. Not to mention the safety issues
concerning the master cylinder going out and not having any brakes. Great
preventive service that saved me money in the long run.
NPS:

The guys at Schaumburg Automatics are always helpful by
telling you what's wrong with your car and letting you know
what's important as far as safety and what isn't. They seem like
honest people with fair pricing. I've been going there for years
and always get top-notch service. Plus, they have loner cars!
by CHUCK PHILLIP on 2016-03-10

The guys at Schaumburg Automatics are always helpful by telling you
what's wrong with your car and letting you know what's important as far as
safety and what isn't. They seem like honest people with fair pricing. I've
been going there for years and always get top-notch service. Plus, they
have loner cars!
NPS:

Great service, clearly articulated estimate of work needing to be
done and the price associated with same.
by Anon on 2016-03-06

Great service, clearly articulated estimate of work needing to be done and
the price associated with same.

NPS:

My experience was very positive. My car seems to be quiet and
run very nicely now. Scott updated me as often as needed. I
also had a complimentary car to use which was very helpful.
Besides the huge car bill which could so. not be avoided, I
would refer this company to my friends and family.
by Anon on 2016-02-27

My experience was very positive. My car seems to be quiet and run very
nicely now. Scott updated me as often as needed. I also had a
complimentary car to use which was very helpful. Besides the huge car bill
which could so. not be avoided, I would refer this company to my friends
and family.
NPS:

Excellent service and staff, as always.
by Anon on 2016-02-25

Excellent service and staff, as always.
NPS:

Great customer service as always. They gave me information
regarding possible future maintenance items. Which I thought
was very good so I could plan financial for the repairs.
by ROBERT NEUBECKER on 2016-02-12

Great customer service as always. They gave me information regarding
possible future maintenance items. Which I thought was very good so I
could plan financial for the repairs.
NPS:

The service at Schaumburg Automedics is always thorough
and done with care. They do only the work that is needed and
do not press to add unnecessary work.
by KENNETH DIRNBERGER on 2016-02-04

The service at Schaumburg Automedics is always thorough and done with
care. They do only the work that is needed and do not press to add
unnecessary work.
NPS:

JJ you always do a good job Thanks Bee
by BEE NOMELLINI on 2016-01-29

JJ you always do a good job Thanks Bee
NPS: N/A

Always great service and professionalism
by JOHN PINZKER on 2016-01-29

Always great service and professionalism
NPS:

Did a lot of research before my acura was brought to Mike and
Scott . Top Rated shop by customers.Nice job diagnosing the
problem. Very courteous and kept in touch and explained
everything that needed to be done immediately and what could
wait . Pricing was given before and was finished to the letter.

No surprises. Even gave me pointers on DIY repairs which I
appreciated. Top quality NAPA parts and a great guarantee.
Top notch people who had all the answers and knowledge that
puts your mind at ease. I would have saved quite a bit of money
by bringing my Acura right to Automedics instead of trying first
to do it myself. I would recommend these guys to everyone as a
dealer alternative. Did'nt think shops like this were still around !
by ROBERT COX on 2016-01-22

Did a lot of research before my acura was brought to Mike and Scott . Top
Rated shop by customers.Nice job diagnosing the problem. Very courteous
and kept in touch and explained everything that needed to be done
immediately and what could wait . Pricing was given before and was
finished to the letter. No surprises. Even gave me pointers on DIY repairs
which I appreciated. Top quality NAPA parts and a great guarantee. Top
notch people who had all the answers and knowledge that puts your mind at
ease. I would have saved quite a bit of money by bringing my Acura right to
Automedics instead of trying first to do it myself. I would recommend these
guys to everyone as a dealer alternative. Did'nt think shops like this were
still around !
NPS:

The team at Schaumburg Automedics JJ Scott, and Mike are
the best. They are experienced, knowledgeable and
professional. They tell you how it is , give the best advice and
service. You can trust these guys, if you want it done right, you
need to be at Schaumburg Autimedics for your automobile
needs. Can't say enough about JJ and the ream. John Pinzker
by JOHN PINZKER on 2016-01-21

The team at Schaumburg Automedics JJ Scott, and Mike are the best. They
are experienced, knowledgeable and professional. They tell you how it is ,
give the best advice and service. You can trust these guys, if you want it
done right, you need to be at Schaumburg Autimedics for your automobile
needs. Can't say enough about JJ and the ream. John Pinzker
NPS:

They have always been straight & fair with me - as a female, I
don't have to worry that I'm going to get ripped off. Thanks
again guys!
by Anon on 2016-01-14

They have always been straight & fair with me - as a female, I don't have to
worry that I'm going to get ripped off. Thanks again guys!
NPS:

JJ, Scott and the crew at Automedics cannot be beat. Great
friendly and honest service.
by BARRY BRANSTROM on 2016-01-14

JJ, Scott and the crew at Automedics cannot be beat. Great friendly and
honest service.
NPS:

Service was excellent as usual. They got me in very fast , fixed
everything and I was on my way. I have been a customer for
over 8 years. They take excellent care of my 15 year old vehicle.
by FRANCES HILL on 2016-01-10

Service was excellent as usual. They got me in very fast , fixed everything
and I was on my way. I have been a customer for over 8 years. They take
excellent care of my 15 year old vehicle.
NPS:

Automedics are true professionals, I was working on my jeep
and didn't have the proper tool to finish the project so I went to

Automedics for assistance and they not only made time for me
but finished the job and then some. They truly did go out of
their way for me and explained everything in detail, and
charged me a VERY decent price for their efforts. JJ and his
guys make you feel like family, If you want your vehicle fixed
right the first time Automedics is the place to go, in fact they
are the ONLY guys I trust working on my vehicles. I've been
back several times and they always have made the repairs in a
timely matter and 100%. Thank you Autoumedics you guys are
top notch. Ron Bollmann
by SUE BOLLMANN on 2016-01-10

Automedics are true professionals, I was working on my jeep and didn't
have the proper tool to finish the project so I went to Automedics for
assistance and they not only made time for me but finished the job and then
some. They truly did go out of their way for me and explained everything in
detail, and charged me a VERY decent price for their efforts. JJ and his
guys make you feel like family, If you want your vehicle fixed right the first
time Automedics is the place to go, in fact they are the ONLY guys I trust
working on my vehicles. I've been back several times and they always have
made the repairs in a timely matter and 100%. Thank you Autoumedics you
guys are top notch. Ron Bollmann
NPS:

Scott was very helpful, and Schaumburg Automedics was
professional and prompt as always..
by KALYAN NEOGY on 2016-01-01

Scott was very helpful, and Schaumburg Automedics was professional and
prompt as always..
NPS:

Allways do a excellent job,work done on time when promise.
by STEVE MARTINEZ on 2015-12-31

Allways do a excellent job,work done on time when promise.
NPS:

Very satisfied with overall evaluation, repairs and timeliness
considering the holidays Also the loaner really helped
by FRANK PHILLIPS on 2015-12-29

Very satisfied with overall evaluation, repairs and timeliness considering the
holidays Also the loaner really helped
NPS:

good efficient service
by FRANK PHILLIPS on 2015-12-20

good efficient service
NPS:

Always taking great care of me! LukeG Workshop
by LUKE GRONSKI on 2015-12-19

Always taking great care of me! LukeG Workshop
NPS:

As always, the guys at Automedics were patient, informative
and helpful.
by WILLIAM LENNON on 2015-12-18

As always, the guys at Automedics were patient, informative and helpful.
NPS:

I bought my van Nov 07, with 66k miles. It is a 2001. It has 160k
miles now. Schaumburg Automedics is the only shop that I
have brought my van too. They do a fabulous job! My van is
running like a new one. I am more than pleased, with the way
they take car of my van. They really take care of their
customers. I would (and have) recommended them to many
friends, family, and strangers!!!!
by FRANCES HILL on 2015-12-15

I bought my van Nov 07, with 66k miles. It is a 2001. It has 160k miles now.
Schaumburg Automedics is the only shop that I have brought my van too.
They do a fabulous job! My van is running like a new one. I am more than
pleased, with the way they take car of my van. They really take care of their
customers. I would (and have) recommended them to many friends, family,
and strangers!!!!
NPS:

Quality work done by trustworthy and friendly people.
by DAVE BRUCHMAN on 2015-12-13

Quality work done by trustworthy and friendly people.
NPS:

Great service. Repairs made the same day as issues were
discovered.
by Anon on 2015-12-13

Great service. Repairs made the same day as issues were discovered.
NPS:

Great service as always! My car is running better than ever!!
by FRANCES HILL on 2015-12-13

Great service as always! My car is running better than ever!!
NPS:

I was able to get in for an oil change on short notice so it would
fit into my schedule. That really helps when you are busy.
by Anon on 2015-12-11

I was able to get in for an oil change on short notice so it would fit into my
schedule. That really helps when you are busy.
NPS:

great atmosphere and service!
by BEN GOTTLIEB on 2015-12-10

great atmosphere and service!
NPS:

Excellent Sevice
by THOMAS FLETTER on 2015-12-10

Excellent Sevice

NPS:

Great experience as always!
by ROBERT NEUBECKER on 2015-12-09

Great experience as always!
NPS:

I'm always happy with the work done here. Everyone I've dealt
with is knowledgeable. They have great customer service. I
would definitely recommend taking your vehicle here.
by JANET GUNDT on 2015-12-09

I'm always happy with the work done here. Everyone I've dealt with is
knowledgeable. They have great customer service. I would definitely
recommend taking your vehicle here.
NPS:

My car always receives excellent service considering it's a 1999
minivan! The estimates are always pretty close to the end price.
I recommend Schaumburg Automedics to everyone!
by Anon on 2015-12-04

My car always receives excellent service considering it's a 1999 minivan!
The estimates are always pretty close to the end price. I recommend
Schaumburg Automedics to everyone!
NPS:

I've been with JJ for over twenty years and this last visit was
like all others - honest and fair. He provided all relevant details
to make my fix/no fix decision.
by BOB PAUTSCH on 2015-11-30

I've been with JJ for over twenty years and this last visit was like all others honest and fair. He provided all relevant details to make my fix/no fix
decision.
NPS:

Band and unexpected situation with my car that turned out
well. Thanks for the thorough diagnostics, all the
communication and follow up. The car is in MUCH better shape
than I dropped it off in.
by BO BESLACH on 2015-11-07

Band and unexpected situation with my car that turned out well. Thanks for
the thorough diagnostics, all the communication and follow up. The car is in
MUCH better shape than I dropped it off in.
NPS:

Always very professional and honest!
by Anon on 2015-11-06

Always very professional and honest!
NPS:

Mike was really knowledgeable and helpful. I'll be hoping to
deal directly with him again on my next trip to the Automedics.
by WILLIAM LENNON on 2015-11-04

Mike was really knowledgeable and helpful. I'll be hoping to deal directly
with him again on my next trip to the Automedics.
NPS:

They always do a great job. They did a lot of work for me this
time just in checking warranties and saved me a lot of money.
Need your car worked on, definitely go to Schaumburg
Automedics.
by DOUG SANDBERG on 2015-10-19

They always do a great job. They did a lot of work for me this time just in
checking warranties and saved me a lot of money. Need your car worked
on, definitely go to Schaumburg Automedics.
NPS:

I have been doing business since Automedics Inc. opened their
business. I have found them to be very fair, excellent
mechanics, they keep them selves up on the latest changes etc.
I have recommended them to any people in the past. They are
very cordial and honest.
by DENNIS/SUSAN ZIMMER on 2015-10-14

I have been doing business since Automedics Inc. opened their business. I
have found them to be very fair, excellent mechanics, they keep them
selves up on the latest changes etc. I have recommended them to any
people in the past. They are very cordial and honest.
NPS:

Excellent service from knowledgeable staff...very thorough
check-ups and communication...

by JAMES/KAREN HOELTERHOFF on 2015-10-11

Excellent service from knowledgeable staff...very thorough check-ups and
communication...
NPS:

Service was done in a quickly & proficient manner. They were
polite & helped me decide which tires were the best for me, I
recommend them highly.
by JOANNE GORDON on 2015-10-10

Service was done in a quickly & proficient manner. They were polite &
helped me decide which tires were the best for me, I recommend them
highly.
NPS:

I was a bit surprised at how expensive my oil change and tire
rotation was. $62.30 is the most I've ever paid (even at
Schaumburg Automedics). Before my next oil change I'll get a
couple other quotes.
by LARRY CLEVER on 2015-10-07

I was a bit surprised at how expensive my oil change and tire rotation was.
$62.30 is the most I've ever paid (even at Schaumburg Automedics). Before
my next oil change I'll get a couple other quotes.
NPS:

Great service! They were able to fit me in their schedule in last
minute notice. Very knowledgable and friendly staff. Highly
recommend!
by DARYL PONCE on 2015-09-13

Great service! They were able to fit me in their schedule in last minute
notice. Very knowledgable and friendly staff. Highly recommend!
NPS:

I have been going there for many years and it's their honesty
and standard of work that keeps me coming back.
by RAMONA KESSEL on 2015-09-09

I have been going there for many years and it's their honesty and standard
of work that keeps me coming back.
NPS:

They are very trustworthy, friendly, knowledgeable, and helpful
people. My wife and I have been going to auto-medics since
they began their business. We have found they keep their
knowledge of automobiles up to the latest or current in the
business. They have always been fair with us and willing to
work with us. I would never hesitate to recommend them to
anyone and have in the past,
by DENNIS/SUSAN ZIMMER on 2015-08-18

They are very trustworthy, friendly, knowledgeable, and helpful people. My
wife and I have been going to auto-medics since they began their business.
We have found they keep their knowledge of automobiles up to the latest or
current in the business. They have always been fair with us and willing to
work with us. I would never hesitate to recommend them to anyone and
have in the past,
NPS:

Knowledgeable trustworthy staff - I have been bringing our
vehicles there for years with no problems

by Anon on 2015-08-15

Knowledgeable trustworthy staff - I have been bringing our vehicles there for
years with no problems
NPS:

Always professional courteous quality service. Provided loaner
car as needed. Thank you for keeping safe on the road.
by GLENNA WILKINSON on 2015-08-13

Always professional courteous quality service. Provided loaner car as
needed. Thank you for keeping safe on the road.
NPS:

All of my vehicle’s diagnostics and repairs and all of my
interactions with Schaumburg Automedics Inc. have been very
positive and effective. My 2002 Jeep Liberty Sport is far better
than it was before it was repaired and treated by Schaumburg
Automedics
by MICHAEL LUTTRELL on 2015-08-07

All of my vehicle’s diagnostics and repairs and all of my interactions with
Schaumburg Automedics Inc. have been very positive and effective. My
2002 Jeep Liberty Sport is far better than it was before it was repaired and
treated by Schaumburg Automedics
NPS:

Excellent service! They repaired for free a repair that was done
on my car last month but didn't hold up. They really do stand
behind their work! Very pleased with their response to my car.
It was totally hassle-free also!

by Anon on 2015-08-04

Excellent service! They repaired for free a repair that was done on my car
last month but didn't hold up. They really do stand behind their work! Very
pleased with their response to my car. It was totally hassle-free also!
NPS:

You are always skeptical when going to a new auto mechanic
and I was but was pleasantly surprised at the professional and
honest service I got.
by SANDY RUSCH on 2015-07-31

You are always skeptical when going to a new auto mechanic and I was but
was pleasantly surprised at the professional and honest service I got.
NPS:

J.J.Jobst and his fine auto technicians at Schaumburg
Automedics are the best. I have a 1992 Honda which is a
classic to me, There was a brake part which was no longer
available, but J.J. searched all over the country and couldn't
find the part. But they did find it in Canada.The car is in fine
working order, and I am very pleased. If you want professional,
quality work, and courteous service for any vehicle,
Schaumburg Automedics is the place to go. 5 Stars without a
doubt .Also I have been a customer for years Thanks J.J. John
Pinzker
by JOHN PINZKER on 2015-07-29

J.J.Jobst and his fine auto technicians at Schaumburg Automedics are the
best. I have a 1992 Honda which is a classic to me, There was a brake part
which was no longer available, but J.J. searched all over the country and
couldn't find the part. But they did find it in Canada.The car is in fine working
order, and I am very pleased. If you want professional, quality work, and
courteous service for any vehicle, Schaumburg Automedics is the place to

go. 5 Stars without a doubt .Also I have been a customer for years Thanks
J.J. John Pinzker
NPS:

Just an oil change.
by KENNETH DIRNBERGER on 2015-07-28

Just an oil change.
NPS:

Great Service, EXCELLENT Mechanics, Great Neighborhood
shop.. I have found the shop for my American Classic Muscle
Car...
by CARLOS WILLIAMS on 2015-07-21

Great Service, EXCELLENT Mechanics, Great Neighborhood shop.. I have
found the shop for my American Classic Muscle Car...
NPS:

Very accurate and honest repair. Overall an excellent
experience and I would highly recommend them.
by Anon on 2015-07-20

Very accurate and honest repair. Overall an excellent experience and I
would highly recommend them.
NPS:

Great service with a smile as usual!
by PAM BRYAN on 2015-07-18

Great service with a smile as usual!
NPS:

Schaumburg Automedics was positively recommended by
JASPER Remanufactured Products for the replacement of my
Jeep’s defective engine and it turned out to be a great
recommendation. When Schaumburg Automedics checked the
Jeep they discovered additional defections and offered (if I
agreed which I did) to repair them also before any of them
became destructive to the vehicle. They were excellent
regarding the up-front establishment of the repair charges, in
addition they courteously provided loaned vehicle at no charge
for the time duration of the repair which gave me great ability to
attend meetings and events without having to rent a car. They
also phone called me when the repair and service would be
finished within several hours so I could plan returning to pick
up my vehicle and return their courteous loaned car. Since I’ve
recovered the repaired vehicle it has definitely behaved far
better than before Schaumburg Automedics performed the
engine replacement and the other repairs.
by MICHAEL LUTTRELL on 2015-07-10

Schaumburg Automedics was positively recommended by JASPER
Remanufactured Products for the replacement of my Jeep’s defective
engine and it turned out to be a great recommendation. When Schaumburg
Automedics checked the Jeep they discovered additional defections and
offered (if I agreed which I did) to repair them also before any of them
became destructive to the vehicle. They were excellent regarding the
up-front establishment of the repair charges, in addition they courteously
provided loaned vehicle at no charge for the time duration of the repair
which gave me great ability to attend meetings and events without having to
rent a car. They also phone called me when the repair and service would be
finished within several hours so I could plan returning to pick up my vehicle

and return their courteous loaned car. Since I’ve recovered the repaired
vehicle it has definitely behaved far better than before Schaumburg
Automedics performed the engine replacement and the other repairs.
NPS:

Trusted great service
by Anon on 2015-07-03

Trusted great service
NPS:

excellent service as always!
by LAURIE SAND on 2015-06-25

excellent service as always!
NPS:

I took my car- Jaguar, in to get diagnosed for $186, because of
a engine light that caused my emissions to fail. I was told that
there were at least 15 error codes that popped up. Scott- the
mechanic recommended that I "get rid of this vehicle due to
excess possible excessive repairs". I was devastated. I then
took my car in to a Jaguar dealership to get a second
opinion/diagnosis for $150- and only they saw only one error
code. The computer issue was fixed for under $200 and passed
emissions. I wasted $186 for Scott to tell me my car was crap
and it was a complete lie. I do not recommend this place at all.
Giving them one star due to the fact that I had to click on one to
do this review.
by JENNIFER TOLIAO on 2015-06-02

I took my car- Jaguar, in to get diagnosed for $186, because of a engine
light that caused my emissions to fail. I was told that there were at least 15
error codes that popped up. Scott- the mechanic recommended that I "get
rid of this vehicle due to excess possible excessive repairs". I was
devastated. I then took my car in to a Jaguar dealership to get a second
opinion/diagnosis for $150- and only they saw only one error code. The
computer issue was fixed for under $200 and passed emissions. I wasted
$186 for Scott to tell me my car was crap and it was a complete lie. I do not
recommend this place at all. Giving them one star due to the fact that I had
to click on one to do this review.
NPS:

Great service as always. Noticed a great improvement in the
van performance after you completed the recommend repairs.
Thank you
by Anon on 2015-05-30

Great service as always. Noticed a great improvement in the van
performance after you completed the recommend repairs. Thank you
NPS:

My car doesn't have much mileage on it, but I always bring it in
twice a year for oil change, etc. Always get good service. I had
questions about a couple of buttons on dash that I've never
used and the mechanic explained to me what they were for.
by Anon on 2015-05-22

My car doesn't have much mileage on it, but I always bring it in twice a year
for oil change, etc. Always get good service. I had questions about a couple
of buttons on dash that I've never used and the mechanic explained to me
what they were for.
NPS:

Always a pleasure to bring my car in to these guys.
by Anon on 2015-05-19

Always a pleasure to bring my car in to these guys.
NPS:

The whole experience was great from start to finish. I took my
car in for an oil change and asked that they check a noise
coming from the front end. They inspected everything and
found quite a few things that needed repairing. Scott explained
everything thoroughly and answered all of my questions. They
needed to keep my vehicle overnight and let me take a loaner
car home. Scott kept me informed throughout the entire
process. I even received an in depth report of all of the work
that was performed and the results of all of the inspections
they also performed. They were excellent to deal with and I
would recommend them to anyone. They are honest and
excellent at what they do. Thanks so much!
by JANET GUNDT on 2015-04-20

The whole experience was great from start to finish. I took my car in for an
oil change and asked that they check a noise coming from the front end.
They inspected everything and found quite a few things that needed
repairing. Scott explained everything thoroughly and answered all of my
questions. They needed to keep my vehicle overnight and let me take a
loaner car home. Scott kept me informed throughout the entire process. I
even received an in depth report of all of the work that was performed and
the results of all of the inspections they also performed. They were excellent
to deal with and I would recommend them to anyone. They are honest and
excellent at what they do. Thanks so much!
NPS:

The work on my car was great and i was very pleased.
Everyone was helpful and friendly and the time frame was
reasonable I am satisfied with the results and would
recommend a friend to Schaumburg Automatics.
by DEBRA JOHNSON on 2015-04-18

The work on my car was great and i was very pleased. Everyone was
helpful and friendly and the time frame was reasonable I am satisfied with
the results and would recommend a friend to Schaumburg Automatics.
NPS:

Service is great, employees have good attitude, honest. I will
recommend anytime to my family, friends and strangers. Very
few now a day that you can completely trust and schaumburg
Automedic is one of the few. Great job too.
by LITA GUTTER on 2015-04-13

Service is great, employees have good attitude, honest. I will recommend
anytime to my family, friends and strangers. Very few now a day that you
can completely trust and schaumburg Automedic is one of the few. Great
job too.
NPS:

We have now brought 3 different cars in for service this year
and been happy with the work on all 3. They are up front with
the recommended work, worked with me on budget, and
prioritized repairs so we had a game plan.
by Anon on 2015-04-13

We have now brought 3 different cars in for service this year and been
happy with the work on all 3. They are up front with the recommended work,
worked with me on budget, and prioritized repairs so we had a game plan.

NPS:

They are honest and I can trust that the repair is done right.
by RAMONA KESSEL on 2015-04-11

They are honest and I can trust that the repair is done right.
NPS:

Honest people and jexcellent job every time
by LITA GUTTER on 2015-04-09

Honest people and jexcellent job every time
NPS:

great job as always!
by Anon on 2015-04-07

great job as always!
NPS:

I will recommend anytime not only to my relatives and friends
also to strangers.
by LITA GUTTER on 2015-04-06

I will recommend anytime not only to my relatives and friends also to
strangers.
NPS:

Great service from professionals. I highly recommend them.
by JAY EAGENY on 2015-04-02

Great service from professionals. I highly recommend them.
NPS:

You guys are always great. It's nice to have a place I trust.
by STEPHANIE HIGGINS on 2015-03-24

You guys are always great. It's nice to have a place I trust.
NPS:

Always reliable and great customer service and they never tries
to rip you off.
by Anon on 2015-03-22

Always reliable and great customer service and they never tries to rip you
off.
NPS:

All my auto service is done by JJ and crew. I've found them. To
be fair and honest. Work is done on time and right the first
time.
by BOB PAUTSCH on 2015-03-12

All my auto service is done by JJ and crew. I've found them. To be fair and
honest. Work is done on time and right the first time.

NPS:

JJ and I are friends for many years. When I share a problem
with my cars, JJ and Team are top of their game. Sharing with
honest outlook on my cars and good work backing their
honesty. I consider JJ like I said a true friend making sure our
cars are in tip top shape making sure our cars are ready at all
times to fight the daily grime we must face into our busainess
world we leave in. Thanks JJ lets continue begin friends. Bruce
by BRUCE/JEAN HUCHRO on 2015-03-08

JJ and I are friends for many years. When I share a problem with my cars,
JJ and Team are top of their game. Sharing with honest outlook on my cars
and good work backing their honesty. I consider JJ like I said a true friend
making sure our cars are in tip top shape making sure our cars are ready at
all times to fight the daily grime we must face into our busainess world we
leave in. Thanks JJ lets continue begin friends. Bruce
NPS:

Got my oil changed & tires rotated. Courteous, quick, friendly &
awesome, as always! Thanks!
by LISSA VRTJAK on 2015-03-05

Got my oil changed & tires rotated. Courteous, quick, friendly & awesome,
as always! Thanks!
NPS:

I've been coming here for over 30 years & NEVER HAD A
PROBLEM. They are very friendly & knowledgeable, explain in
detail what is wrong ,were you understand completely. I
recommend them highly.

by JOANNE GORDON on 2015-03-05

I've been coming here for over 30 years & NEVER HAD A PROBLEM. They
are very friendly & knowledgeable, explain in detail what is wrong ,were you
understand completely. I recommend them highly.
NPS:

quailty service , latest equipment , competitive prices , fixed
right the first time !
by JIM MAYERS on 2015-03-03

quailty service , latest equipment , competitive prices , fixed right the first
time !
NPS:

My 1990 Fleetwood is my pride and joy and when it needs work
I trust you guys to take care of everything. Thanks for all the
hard work. I sing your praises and let all my friends and family
know how good you all are. Thanks again for getting my 25
year old Caddy back on the road. Cynthia
by CYNTHIA ATHANS on 2015-02-27

My 1990 Fleetwood is my pride and joy and when it needs work I trust you
guys to take care of everything. Thanks for all the hard work. I sing your
praises and let all my friends and family know how good you all are. Thanks
again for getting my 25 year old Caddy back on the road. Cynthia
NPS:

I have been a customer for many years, since I used to live in
Schaumburg. I still drive from Berwyn, because I have found
Schaumburg Automedics to be so trustworthy. They were

originally recommended to me by several different people at a
local auto parts store, who said they were the "best and only"
place to go in that area. They have provided me excellent
guidance to make decisions about my car's care and still watch
my budget, including during the 'final days' of my last car, and
now keeping my current car going. My recent visit included a
very informative discussion with Scott, who helped me make a
very thoughtful plan for addressing my tire needs over the next
year or so. JJ really cares about keeping his quality business
going, and takes pride in their reputation. They aren't always
the cheapest (but their coupons help), but they are always
reliably the best.
by Anon on 2015-02-24

I have been a customer for many years, since I used to live in Schaumburg.
I still drive from Berwyn, because I have found Schaumburg Automedics to
be so trustworthy. They were originally recommended to me by several
different people at a local auto parts store, who said they were the "best and
only" place to go in that area. They have provided me excellent guidance to
make decisions about my car's care and still watch my budget, including
during the 'final days' of my last car, and now keeping my current car going.
My recent visit included a very informative discussion with Scott, who
helped me make a very thoughtful plan for addressing my tire needs over
the next year or so. JJ really cares about keeping his quality business going,
and takes pride in their reputation. They aren't always the cheapest (but
their coupons help), but they are always reliably the best.
NPS:

thanks to you I had the confidence to get my car to you when
the brakes went out. thanks for being so quick to repair. j.j. and
crew are my #1 recommendation when someone asks.
by JOYCE ARNESEN on 2015-02-22

thanks to you I had the confidence to get my car to you when the brakes
went out. thanks for being so quick to repair. j.j. and crew are my #1
recommendation when someone asks.
NPS:

They're always ready to help when you really need them. The
work is always done right the first time.
by Anon on 2015-02-22

They're always ready to help when you really need them. The work is
always done right the first time.
NPS:

Our Durango never drove so well and it's a 1999 model, you did
an excellent joy, thanks JJ Marv Lapicola
by MARVIN LAPICOLA on 2015-02-13

Our Durango never drove so well and it's a 1999 model, you did an
excellent joy, thanks JJ Marv Lapicola
NPS:

Professional, provided loner car for overnight repairs, always
friendly and efficient.
by GLENNA WILKINSON on 2015-02-13

Professional, provided loner car for overnight repairs, always friendly and
efficient.
NPS:

Like I've been saying for over 25 yrs, I can trust you to be
honest with the problems of my car. Your explanations are easy
to understand. Thank you

by JOANNE GORDON on 2015-01-29

Like I've been saying for over 25 yrs, I can trust you to be honest with the
problems of my car. Your explanations are easy to understand. Thank you
NPS:

Thanks for the work on my sons car, Tony I will let you know
about my rear defroste.
by VINCE GHIONZOLI on 2015-01-21

Thanks for the work on my sons car, Tony I will let you know about my rear
defroste.
NPS:

Very happy ,they take great care in their work,clean shop ,nice
people
by MEGAN MCHALE on 2015-01-21

Very happy ,they take great care in their work,clean shop ,nice people
NPS:

Quickly diagnosed the problem and called with the solution and
quote.
by ANDREW ROYBAL on 2015-01-02

Quickly diagnosed the problem and called with the solution and quote.
NPS: N/A

You won't get the combination of knowledge and honesty
anywhere else that is present here. And when they say it's fixed
you can believe it is fixed to the highest level possible.
by DAVE CRUSE on 2014-12-27

You won't get the combination of knowledge and honesty anywhere else
that is present here. And when they say it's fixed you can believe it is fixed
to the highest level possible.
NPS: N/A

I'm totally happy with the personnel and the service. They
thoroughly explained the problem and fixed it.
by MARSHALL HOLMBERG on 2014-12-27

I'm totally happy with the personnel and the service. They thoroughly
explained the problem and fixed it.
NPS: N/A

Always courteous, accommodating, and helpful...no matter how
much I call! Thanks for your excellent service!
by AMBER HORTON on 2014-12-12

Always courteous, accommodating, and helpful...no matter how much I call!
Thanks for your excellent service!
NPS: N/A

Excellent service, I have been bringing my car there for 7 years
now. I will not take it anywhere else.
by FRANCES HILL on 2014-12-11

Excellent service, I have been bringing my car there for 7 years now. I will
not take it anywhere else.
NPS: N/A

Always dependable for great service and excellent work!
by RICK TSANG on 2014-12-03

Always dependable for great service and excellent work!
NPS: N/A

You and your staff are always ready to tix my old DURANGO
(1999) with 170M on it, thanks for your continued fine service
JJ Marv L
by MARVIN LAPICOLA on 2014-12-01

You and your staff are always ready to tix my old DURANGO (1999) with
170M on it, thanks for your continued fine service JJ Marv L
NPS: N/A

Couldn't ask for a better place to take my car. I know they will
always inform me with the problems at hand and take care of it
efficiently the first time. So glad I switched to Schaumburg
Automedics!
by ANDREW ELLER on 2014-12-01

Couldn't ask for a better place to take my car. I know they will always inform
me with the problems at hand and take care of it efficiently the first time. So
glad I switched to Schaumburg Automedics!
NPS: N/A

jj thanks for going the extra mile to help solve the problem with
my buick. was that your family picture that was on tv during
hawk game? think snow I can't wait
by BERNIE GIOVACCHINI on 2014-12-01

jj thanks for going the extra mile to help solve the problem with my buick.
was that your family picture that was on tv during hawk game? think snow I
can't wait
NPS: N/A

Thorough follow-up with service...couldn't ask for more. These
guys are terrific and front desk very friendly and helpful.
by Anon on 2014-11-23

Thorough follow-up with service...couldn't ask for more. These guys are
terrific and front desk very friendly and helpful.
NPS: N/A

JJ, Thanks again for checking the brakes, from your busy
schedule. As you know we're bud's, We've together through
many diffiicult time together, we're always on each other's back
through tough times Thanks again. Bruce
by BRUCE/JEAN HUCHRO on 2014-11-22

JJ, Thanks again for checking the brakes, from your busy schedule. As you
know we're bud's, We've together through many diffiicult time together,
we're always on each other's back through tough times Thanks again. Bruce
NPS: N/A

You always do a good job
by BEE NOMELLINI on 2014-11-21

You always do a good job
NPS: N/A

Very professional, personable and fairly priced.
by DEBBIE HUCHRO on 2014-11-20

Very professional, personable and fairly priced.
NPS: N/A

The gentlemen at Schaumburg Automedics are honest,
reasonably priced and did a great job with my beloved and
older vehicle. Thanks so much!
by Anon on 2014-11-17

The gentlemen at Schaumburg Automedics are honest, reasonably priced
and did a great job with my beloved and older vehicle. Thanks so much!
NPS: N/A

Very professional, quick turn around and very helpful. Prices
are great too!
by LISA DAQUILANTE on 2014-11-10

Very professional, quick turn around and very helpful. Prices are great too!
NPS: N/A

Great service
by JOHN CLARK on 2014-10-31

Great service
NPS: N/A

great job. Tony was a joy to deal with. Deffinately will be back.
by DAVE PETTINATO on 2014-10-25

great job. Tony was a joy to deal with. Deffinately will be back.
NPS: N/A

JJ is just amazing! Informative, friendly and most of all, honest!
I was visiting from out of state and found him on line and he
answered my questions thoroughly and addressed my
concerns! I'd recommend him to anyone! He's also very
knowledgeable with his craft!
by RAQUEL JOHNSON on 2014-10-24

JJ is just amazing! Informative, friendly and most of all, honest! I was visiting
from out of state and found him on line and he answered my questions
thoroughly and addressed my concerns! I'd recommend him to anyone! He's
also very knowledgeable with his craft!
NPS: N/A

JJ and his team are the best in the business. Very trustworthy
and they go the extra mile (literally -- JJ gave me a ride home
himself when there was nobody else available) to ensure you
are happy with their service.

by JIM TYKAL on 2014-10-15

JJ and his team are the best in the business. Very trustworthy and they go
the extra mile (literally -- JJ gave me a ride home himself when there was
nobody else available) to ensure you are happy with their service.
NPS: N/A

We never have to worry about anything when we leave our car
with you.
by PHIL YOUNG on 2014-10-14

We never have to worry about anything when we leave our car with you.
NPS: N/A

Very trustworthy and friendly staff. I would use your service
again.
by BRIAN ANDREWS on 2014-10-13

Very trustworthy and friendly staff. I would use your service again.
NPS: N/A

So happy I decided to go to Automedics to get my breaks fixed.
They did a great job and have fantastic customer service. Will
be returning for any future car problems. Thank you
Automedics!
by Anon on 2014-10-11

So happy I decided to go to Automedics to get my breaks fixed. They did a
great job and have fantastic customer service. Will be returning for any
future car problems. Thank you Automedics!

NPS: N/A

Yes definitely
by LITA GUTTER on 2014-09-19

Yes definitely
NPS: N/A

I would and do recommend you whenever I can
by JOYCE ARNESEN on 2014-09-17

I would and do recommend you whenever I can
NPS: N/A

The company always has always done great professional work
in the time frame they promise. I have been going there for
many years and highly recommend them.
by GREG DZIOBA on 2014-09-16

The company always has always done great professional work in the time
frame they promise. I have been going there for many years and highly
recommend them.
NPS: N/A

Best and honest place to bring your cars
to.&#128512;&#128512;
by JIM JASINSKI on 2014-09-16

Best and honest place to bring your cars to.&#128512;&#128512;
NPS: N/A

As always - excellent!
by DARIUSZ OKTABA on 2014-09-16

As always - excellent!
NPS: N/A

Awesome mechanic. Dealt mainly with Tony and he was
incredible. Found my new mechanic.
by Anon on 2014-09-16

Awesome mechanic. Dealt mainly with Tony and he was incredible. Found
my new mechanic.
NPS: N/A

You can trust JJ and his staff to tell it like it is and charge a fair
price for quality repairs. They won't try to upsell or scare you
into doing unnecessary work. If something needs attention,
they'll point it out and give you an honest assessment of
if/when it will need to be repaired. JJ has earned my business
and my trust.
by JIM TYKAL on 2014-09-16

You can trust JJ and his staff to tell it like it is and charge a fair price for
quality repairs. They won't try to upsell or scare you into doing unnecessary
work. If something needs attention, they'll point it out and give you an
honest assessment of if/when it will need to be repaired. JJ has earned my
business and my trust.

NPS: N/A

The work was performed as described and in a timely fashion!
by BOB ALVAREZ on 2013-10-03

The work was performed as described and in a timely fashion!
NPS:

Great service as always.
by ANNA PETERS on 2013-09-27

Great service as always.
NPS: N/A

Was great.
by HENRY/SUSAN LECHOWICZ on 2013-09-27

Was great.
NPS: N/A

Their honesty saved me over $600! The dealership told me I
needed a new part and I wanted a second opinion. After
dropping off the car here, I got a call within 2 hours that it was
fixed just with a small labor charge! Will definetely be using
these guys again.
by Anon on 2013-09-14

Their honesty saved me over $600! The dealership told me I needed a new
part and I wanted a second opinion. After dropping off the car here, I got a
call within 2 hours that it was fixed just with a small labor charge! Will
definetely be using these guys again.
NPS:

Always friendly, always prompt service, alwyas honest. Keep
up the good work!
by PAM BRYAN on 2013-09-14

Always friendly, always prompt service, alwyas honest. Keep up the good
work!
NPS: N/A

The best service you can possibly get.
by DAVE CRUSE on 2013-09-14

The best service you can possibly get.
NPS: N/A

Solid work at fair prices to resolve all issues.
by GORDON GLADSTONE on 2013-09-13

Solid work at fair prices to resolve all issues.
NPS: N/A

Always friendly and knowledgeable. Great work.

by JENNY WALLACE on 2013-09-13

Always friendly and knowledgeable. Great work.
NPS: N/A

JJ, Scott and Team, Thanks again, for your service your always
attendive to the needs, I need and begin honest with those
decisions I must make on my car. Bruce
by BRUCE/JEAN HUCHRO on 2013-09-07

JJ, Scott and Team, Thanks again, for your service your always attendive to
the needs, I need and begin honest with those decisions I must make on my
car. Bruce
NPS:

Thank you for the excellent repairs on my Cadillac Eldorado
and the quick turn-around time is appreciated. I'll be sure to
use Schaumburg Automedics again. The Manager Scott was
friendly and J.J. was too and when you're dealing with an
unknown repair, that makes you feel you're in good hands.
Thanks again, Neal and Maria
by NEAL CYBULSKI on 2013-09-03

Thank you for the excellent repairs on my Cadillac Eldorado and the quick
turn-around time is appreciated. I'll be sure to use Schaumburg Automedics
again. The Manager Scott was friendly and J.J. was too and when you're
dealing with an unknown repair, that makes you feel you're in good hands.
Thanks again, Neal and Maria
NPS:

Always a good experience. When I bring my vehicle in I know it
is getting quality service from friendly and trustworthy staff. I
have and will continue to recommend Schaumburg Automedics
to others.
by JESSICA BRESE on 2013-08-31

Always a good experience. When I bring my vehicle in I know it is getting
quality service from friendly and trustworthy staff. I have and will continue to
recommend Schaumburg Automedics to others.
NPS:

The service I received at Schaumburg Automedics was
incredible. The staff was friendly and knowledgeable. My car
was running(and stopping after my new brakes) like it was new.
I world recommend Schaumburg Automedics to anyone
looking for dependable vehicle service. Thank you Schaumburg
Automedics!
by JACKIE GRUBER on 2013-08-30

The service I received at Schaumburg Automedics was incredible. The staff
was friendly and knowledgeable. My car was running(and stopping after my
new brakes) like it was new. I world recommend Schaumburg Automedics
to anyone looking for dependable vehicle service. Thank you Schaumburg
Automedics!
NPS: N/A

auto medics is a top notch shop. i can always rely on that my
vehicle will be fixed properly
by SUE BOLLMANN on 2013-08-27

auto medics is a top notch shop. i can always rely on that my vehicle will be
fixed properly

NPS:

great job
by MEL ZIEGLER on 2013-08-23

great job
NPS: N/A

Excellent work and timely! the work was done to my
specifications in the exact time they gave me and the price was
reasonable! Will recommend!
by JONATHAN BUCHHOLZ on 2013-08-23

Excellent work and timely! the work was done to my specifications in the
exact time they gave me and the price was reasonable! Will recommend!
NPS: N/A

You are honest, trustworthy and knowledgeable.
by JOHN TRUNCALE on 2013-08-19

You are honest, trustworthy and knowledgeable.
NPS: N/A

Always great service, a great team of guys.
by NOREEN HANNON on 2013-08-18

Always great service, a great team of guys.

NPS: N/A

great guys, good service great customer relations
by JOHN PINZKER on 2013-08-16

great guys, good service great customer relations
NPS: N/A

My car is always ready on time and at a lower price than the
dealerships which is very important to me as a divorced mom.
by DONA KING on 2013-08-16

My car is always ready on time and at a lower price than the dealerships
which is very important to me as a divorced mom.
NPS: N/A

Great service and fair prices!
by BILL ANDERSON on 2013-08-16

Great service and fair prices!
NPS: N/A

JJ and Scott were able to get my Jeep in immediately and had it
back to me the next day. Great service as always.
by SUE BOLLMANN on 2013-08-09

JJ and Scott were able to get my Jeep in immediately and had it back to me
the next day. Great service as always.

NPS:

Great service, great price. Loyal customer since 2009
by RASA SUTKUS on 2013-08-02

Great service, great price. Loyal customer since 2009
NPS: N/A

As always J. J and Scott impress me with everything they do
on my cars. Thanks for keeping my Impala on the straight and
narrow. She drives like she just came off the assembly line
yesterday. Dave
by DAVE CRUSE on 2013-07-29

As always J. J and Scott impress me with everything they do on my cars.
Thanks for keeping my Impala on the straight and narrow. She drives like
she just came off the assembly line yesterday. Dave
NPS: N/A

Excellent as usual. I have full...
by BARRY BRANSTROM on 2013-07-27

Excellent as usual. I have full trust in JJ and his crew.
NPS:

One more good service and representation.
by SASHA / DEAN TISMA on 2013-07-24

One more good service and representation. THX
NPS:

excellent
by BRUCE PETERSON on 2013-07-20

excellent
NPS:

My only complaint is that I drove the Loaner only 3 miles and I
had to put $7 in tank to fill. It must not have been totally full
when given.
by RENEE KING on 2013-07-12

My only complaint is that I drove the Loaner only 3 miles and I had to put $7
in tank to fill. It must not have been totally full when given.
NPS: N/A

great service
by FRANK ZAJACK on 2013-07-11

great service
NPS:

Service was great as usual!
by SUSAN PAUL on 2013-07-10

Service was great as usual!
NPS: N/A

a great help
by DAVID KISSANE on 2013-07-09

a great help
NPS:

Quality as usual!
by Anon on 2013-07-09

Quality as usual!
NPS:

Service was fast and friendly
by SUE DENYS on 2013-07-09

Service was fast and friendly
NPS:

Once again excellent and on time...
by BUD EBERT on 2013-06-29

Once again excellent and on time service.
NPS:

Great service!
by BRUCE PETERSON on 2013-06-27

Great service!
NPS: N/A

Great experience. Will be taking all of our cars there.
by Anon on 2013-06-26

Great experience. Will be taking all of our cars there.
NPS: N/A

As usual, they always do a great...
by Anon on 2013-06-23

As usual, they always do a great job and most importantly can be
trusted...ethics in this business is everything.
NPS:

Customer service was great. Work on my car was excellent.
by SHARON COOK on 2013-06-14

Customer service was great. Work on my car was excellent.
NPS: N/A

Wonderful people to work. With...
by LINDA BOLBOT on 2013-06-13

Wonderful people to work. With helpful and understanding.
NPS:

Great service as always!!
by Anon on 2013-06-12

Great service as always!!
NPS:

I will not take any of my vehicles...
by JOE PETERS on 2013-06-06

I will not take any of my vehicles elsewhere!
NPS: N/A

They able to slip me in at the...
by CHRIS FREIBURGER on 2013-05-31

They able to slip me in at the last minute and had it ready as promised.
Schaumburg Automedics was referred to me and I would recommend them
to others.
NPS:

Great Service as always and.........yes I ALWAYS recommend
you to my friends
by LINDA BATTS on 2013-05-29

Great Service as always and.........yes I ALWAYS recommend you to my
friends
NPS: N/A

I am usually very happy with Schaumburg...
by GEORGE CURCIO on 2013-05-27

I am usually very happy with Schaumburg Automedics. When I picked up
my vehicle last week, there was an area with damage (scratches in the paint
and a chip in the paint) on the drivers door. There is no doubt that the
damage occured while in your shop for service. I would like to thank Scott
for his effort to fix the damage.
NPS:

Wonderful, timely service as always.
by Anon on 2013-05-25

Wonderful, timely service as always. Knowledgeable, professional and
courteous owners and staff. Would and have recommended Schaumburg
Automedics.
NPS:

great service. easy to make an...
by JOYCE ARNESEN on 2013-05-25

great service. easy to make an appt. inspects and recommends work if
necessary. left feeling well taken care of and safe in my vehicle

NPS:

Thank You
by RAMONA KESSEL on 2013-05-22

Thank You
NPS:

great job again! very professional...
by Anon on 2013-05-11

great job again! very professional and quick!
NPS:

Great service, great people
by TOM/ROSE ZYBCO on 2013-05-10

Great service, great people
NPS:

Everything was done well and professionally...
by GREG DZIOBA on 2013-05-04

Everything was done well and professionally as always. Thank you.
NPS:

Best auto repair service around.
by TOM ZAPINSKI on 2013-05-03

Best auto repair service around.
NPS: N/A

Wonderful work; excellent advice; Honest and forthright
estimates. The team at SAI is great.
by JOSEPH BOSSLET on 2013-04-29

Wonderful work; excellent advice; Honest and forthright estimates. The
team at SAI is great.
NPS: N/A

The quality of work is always top...
by TERRY/DONNA SIMALE on 2013-04-26

The quality of work is always top notch and the flexibility in scheduling helps
minimize inconvenience.
NPS:

Great service. Honest estimates.
by JOSEPH BOSSLET on 2013-04-25

Great service. Honest estimates. Consistent, quality work. There's no other
place to go for serious mechanical work.
NPS: N/A

Busy shop (good sign). Called J.J.,...
by Anon on 2013-04-23

Busy shop (good sign). Called J.J., who said he was completely booked for
the day. Told him my oil light was fading in & out. He squeezed me in,
apparently just in time as the oil chamber was completely dry, nothing on
the dip stick. Basically saved my engine. This is my third experience with
Automedics. I'd trust this place over the dealership (Elgin Honda) anyday.
NPS:

Busy shop (good sign). Called J.J.,...
by Anon on 2013-04-23

Busy shop (good sign). Called J.J., who said he was completely booked for
the day. Told him my oil light was fading in & out. He squeezed me in,
apparently just in time as the oil chamber was completely dry, nothing on
the dip stick. Basically saved my engine. This is my third experience with
Automedics. I'd trust this place over the dealership (Elgin Honda) anyday.
NPS:

I receive outstanding service each...
by DAVE BRUCHMAN on 2013-04-21

I receive outstanding service each and every time I come in, and this time
was no different. They are the most knowledgeable technicians I've ever
used. I never have to worry if the job was done right.
NPS:

Everything was fine as always.

by GREG DZIOBA on 2013-04-15

Everything was fine as always.
NPS:

I was very pleased with the service...
by BRENDA KANDALL on 2013-04-13

I was very pleased with the service and updated information I received while
my car was being serviced. Friendly, courteous and explained everything
that was done to my vehicle along with a printout of the diagnostics. Never
received that before.
NPS:

very happy with your service and professionalism John Pinzker
by JOHN PINZKER on 2013-04-12

very happy with your service and professionalism John Pinzker
NPS: N/A

Very courteous and respectful.
by BRIAN SZALONY on 2013-04-08

Very courteous and respectful.
NPS:

you guys are really good and professional

by JOHN PINZKER on 2013-04-05

you guys are really good and professional
NPS: N/A

Keep up the great work!
by TOM CLARK on 2013-04-05

Keep up the great work!
NPS: N/A

JJ was very nice and got me in...
by CATHEY DAWKINS on 2013-04-03

JJ was very nice and got me in and out in a timely maner, my appointment
was for 800am and was out by 845. Thank You Very Much. Cathey Dawkins
NPS:

I would give 5 stars, except for a problem with a part that got
shipped incorrectlt and as a result, I had to spend extra $200 on
rental car for 3 extra days, which i feel shouldn't have been put
on me. Otherwise I was good with the service provided
by ANDREW GRAGE on 2013-03-29

I would give 5 stars, except for a problem with a part that got shipped
incorrectlt and as a result, I had to spend extra $200 on rental car for 3 extra
days, which i feel shouldn't have been put on me. Otherwise I was good
with the service provided
NPS: N/A

I was very impressed with the atmosphere.
by BILL MORRIS on 2013-03-22

I was very impressed with the atmosphere. You had a great article about a
very handsome police officer on your counter. The mechanic, Sean treated
me and my vehicle with great care. He even wore rubber gloves to protect
us both.
NPS: N/A

At this business people are honest.
by YOUNG CHOI on 2013-03-21

At this business people are honest.
NPS:

Was hoping we bleed the brakes on the 95 Acura right the first
time.
by TOM CLARK on 2013-03-16

Was hoping we bleed the brakes on the 95 Acura right the first time.
NPS: N/A

Thanks for helping get the jeep completed so quickly.
by MIKE KRUTSCH on 2013-03-16

Thanks for helping get the jeep completed so quickly.
NPS: N/A

I would recommend SA to anyone in a minute. I go out of my
way to go back to my old neighborhood for my service. It's all
about TRUST for me, since I've had bad experiences in the past
with lousy service from others. I have total confidence in SA,
that they are honest, well informed, and provide quality service
with fair prices.
by KAREN PATTON on 2013-03-15

I would recommend SA to anyone in a minute. I go out of my way to go back
to my old neighborhood for my service. It's all about TRUST for me, since
I've had bad experiences in the past with lousy service from others. I have
total confidence in SA, that they are honest, well informed, and provide
quality service with fair prices.
NPS: N/A

Very appreciative about the diagnosis...
by BARRY BRANSTROM on 2013-03-08

Very appreciative about the diagnosis and repairs to restore my older
vehicle to top shape. This team is the best! Barry
NPS:

Fast, professional, honest, cheaper...
by Anon on 2013-03-02

Fast, professional, honest, cheaper than the dealer, and just plain nice
people. You can't go wrong here!
NPS:

keep up the good work
by SAM & SAND PASTELLA on 2013-03-02

keep up the good work
NPS: N/A

Those wiper blades came just in...
by TRAVIS SALES on 2013-02-26

Those wiper blades came just in time for the winter storm, thanks.
NPS:

I am happy that we found your place I am happy with the
service we get thank you
by SUSAN GRIMES on 2013-02-24

I am happy that we found your place I am happy with the service we get
thank you
NPS: N/A

Always friendly excellant service.
by GLENNA WILKINSON on 2013-02-23

Always friendly excellant service.
NPS: N/A

Work was done in a timely manner...

by Anon on 2013-02-19

Work was done in a timely manner at a reasonable price.
NPS:

John and Scott were great in explaining everything to me and
did a great job getting me back on the road in a timely manner.
by JAMES MOBRY on 2013-02-16

John and Scott were great in explaining everything to me and did a great job
getting me back on the road in a timely manner.
NPS: N/A

Excellent service once again. I...
by DIANA CABRETTI on 2013-02-14

Excellent service once again. I always recommend Schaumburg
Automedics to my friends and family. The staff at Schaumburg Automedics
get it!! when we take our cars in for repair, we want a good service and a
fair repair price.
NPS:

Great brake job and customer service...
by RUTHIE BURNS on 2013-02-13

Great brake job and customer service :)
NPS: N/A

Work performed in a timely manner;...
by TERRY/DONNA SIMALE on 2013-02-11

Work performed in a timely manner; good communication to keep me
informed of progress; flexiblility in arranging for vehicle pick up.
NPS:

Just an oil change, but good job, as usual.
by KENNETH DIRNBERGER on 2013-02-08

Just an oil change, but good job, as usual.
NPS: N/A

Scott and John were very nice,...
by JAMES MOBRY on 2013-02-06

Scott and John were very nice, and took the time to explain to me
everything going on with my car, including showing me the faulty parts.
knowing that i was from out of town they did there best on getting me out of
the shop ASAP. they also bought me lunch, which was much appreciated.
THANK YOU.
NPS:

Great job. You guys never let me down.
by RICHARD PETER on 2013-02-04

Great job. You guys never let me down.
NPS: N/A

This is Mrs. Lantz. I have already recommended you to a good
friend. I am very comfortable with the services rendered to the
older adult. I am also confident that a proper and good job has
been performed.
by JOHN LANTZ on 2013-02-04

This is Mrs. Lantz. I have already recommended you to a good friend. I am
very comfortable with the services rendered to the older adult. I am also
confident that a proper and good job has been performed.
NPS: N/A

Timely, quick service
by SUE DENYS on 2013-02-03

Timely, quick service
NPS:

Provide a fair accurate diagnosis with timely repairs.
Experience Matters!
by ED DALKA on 2013-02-01

Provide a fair accurate diagnosis with timely repairs. Experience Matters!
NPS: N/A

Friendly service and trusted advice.
by Anon on 2013-01-30

Friendly service and trusted advice. Why go anywhere else?

NPS:

Excellent service as always--Thanks...
by CHRISTINE BUTLER on 2013-01-30

Excellent service as always--Thanks so much
NPS:

Always courteous to the "older...
by JOHN LANTZ on 2013-01-25

Always courteous to the "older generation" much appreciated and brings us
back to SAM. thanks
NPS:

Even if I buy a brand new car, when service is needed I'll bring
it to these guys instead of the dealer
by EILEEN PRIEST on 2013-01-25

Even if I buy a brand new car, when service is needed I'll bring it to these
guys instead of the dealer
NPS: N/A

I know I can count on you guys...
by Anon on 2013-01-22

I know I can count on you guys for quality work at a fair price.

NPS:

Schaumburg Auto Medics is THE place...
by KEVIN HOGAN on 2013-01-22

Schaumburg Auto Medics is THE place to go for ALL your vehicle needs!!
Friendly, Fast, Competitive & Reasonable Prices!! Exceptionally CLEAN
Shop!!!
NPS:

I wouldn't take my vehicles (5)...
by DAVE BRUCHMAN on 2013-01-18

I wouldn't take my vehicles (5) anywhere else. top notch service from top
notch people. I already recommend them to my friends, and several have
become regulars.
NPS:

Awesome and professional service...
by RICK EUGENE on 2013-01-18

Awesome and professional service as usual!
NPS: N/A

I am very happy with their service.
by RENEE KING on 2013-01-14

I am very happy with their service. They were even nice enough to supply a
loaner and they even cleaned my car which I did not expect. They are also
very good at keeping you up to date and sending reminders for your next
service that is needed. I would highly recommend !
NPS: N/A

Excellent work!!
by GUS ESQUIVEL on 2013-01-12

Excellent work!!
NPS: N/A

Great job..........Thanks
by DAVID KISSANE on 2013-01-12

Great job..........Thanks
NPS:

Always professional and necessary...
by JOHN DEPPONG on 2013-01-10

Always professional and necessary service.
NPS:

We have been coming to you close...
by PHIL YOUNG on 2013-01-07

We have been coming to you close to twenty years now. We have never
had a problem that did not get resolved to everyone's satisfaction, and you
can rest assured that we will continue to use your services.
NPS:

always a great job guys!
by CHAD DOMIN on 2013-01-05

always a great job guys!
NPS: N/A

Always impressed with the service I get. Prompt, informative
and fair.
by CRAIG WILLS on 2013-01-04

Always impressed with the service I get. Prompt, informative and fair.
NPS: N/A

I've been coming here many years...
by JIM SOWA on 2012-12-31

I've been coming here many years with many different cars and I've never
been disappointed. Car is always ready on time, final cost matches estimate
and always a great explanation of what was done and why. And to top that
off, I can always get in for the needed work in a timely manner.
NPS:

you do wery good service but your...

by DON ENGBERG on 2012-12-29

you do wery good service but your prices are a little bit to hight i have heard
from differ people saying the same thing
NPS:

I go out of my way to take my car to Automedics because they
are so professional and trustworthy. I have always gotten
superb, well-informed, and timely service.
by Anon on 2012-12-28

I go out of my way to take my car to Automedics because they are so
professional and trustworthy. I have always gotten superb, well-informed,
and timely service.
NPS: N/A

Excellent service as usual. Great...
by RICK EUGENE on 2012-12-28

Excellent service as usual. Great to have someone you can trust with your
automobiles!
NPS:

The service has always been great.
by BILL KARSTENSON on 2012-12-28

The service has always been great. It's always impressive to see how clean
the service area is. That tells me you take great pride in what you do, and it
shows.
NPS:

Great Experience
by HEATHER RUTHERFORD on 2012-12-27

I was looking for a local, honest shop and I found it right here. They got my
car in right away nd at a reasonable price. Much less than the chain type
places. I'd go back here for any issues in the future, but of course I'm hoping
I don't have any....
NPS: N/A

Appreciate the use of vehicle.
by JIM PERILLE on 2012-12-16

Appreciate the use of vehicle. Would have liked the job to have been
completed upon 3:00 PM Friday pickup! Still have broken cup holder and
ashtray that is still not put together? Both were on the list I provided when i
brought the car in? Still waiting to hear when this job will be completed?
NPS:

Meant to give you 5 stars, You are honest and that means a lot .
by DAVID KISSANE on 2012-12-16

Meant to give you 5 stars, You are honest and that means a lot .
NPS:

Always great service, highly professional, well informed,
customer focused. I've moved from the area, but still come
back because I can't imagine finding a more reliable,
trustworthy shop.

by KAREN PATTON on 2012-12-15

Always great service, highly professional, well informed, customer focused.
I've moved from the area, but still come back because I can't imagine
finding a more reliable, trustworthy shop.
NPS: N/A

JJ, Scott and staff are always helpful, honest and trustworthy. I
do not hesitate recommending them and never take my car
anywhere else for service.
by MIKE DEEGAN on 2012-12-15

JJ, Scott and staff are always helpful, honest and trustworthy. I do not
hesitate recommending them and never take my car anywhere else for
service.
NPS: N/A

I have always been very satisfied...
by DIANA CABRETTI on 2012-12-14

I have always been very satisfied with the service I receive at Schaumburg
Automedics, The Technicians are very professional. I know I am not getting
ripped off.I like the fact that they give you options when it comes to your car
repairs and try to save you money.
NPS:

I have always been very satisfied...
by DIANA CABRETTI on 2012-12-14

I have always been very satisfied with the service I receive at Schaumburg
Automedics, The Technicians are very professional. I konow i am not

getting ripped off.I like the fact that they give you options when it comes to
car repairs and try to save the customer money.
NPS:

Always professional and clean facility.
by GREG DZIOBA on 2012-12-12

Always professional and clean facility.
NPS: N/A

great service everything good please correct spelling of my
name Pinzker thank you
by JOHN PINZKER on 2012-12-07

great service everything good please correct spelling of my name Pinzker
thank you
NPS: N/A

With those guys, it's like having a couple of Master Mechanics
for younger brothers. There's none better.
by MARYKATE,JIM MURRAY on 2012-12-07

With those guys, it's like having a couple of Master Mechanics for younger
brothers. There's none better.
NPS: N/A

Very fast, professional and fair.

by AMY SUTTON on 2012-12-07

Very fast, professional and fair. While I do not like that I am always needing
work on my car, I feel good about where I am taking my car to be worked
on.
NPS:

The nice part is that I have come to expect it and you have yet
to let me down.
by RICHARD PETER on 2012-12-06

The nice part is that I have come to expect it and you have yet to let me
down.
NPS: N/A

Always, excellant, honest repairs and friendly faces.
by GLENNA WILKINSON on 2012-12-03

Always, excellant, honest repairs and friendly faces.
NPS: N/A

Always the BEST service! Thanks!
by NANCY GRANDAU on 2012-11-16

Always the BEST service! Thanks!
NPS: N/A

You and your employees always do a wonderful job of keeping
my car in the best possible state of repair, go out of your way
to work within my schedule and to save me money. Wouldn't
have been going to Automedics for 17+ years if I didn't think
y'all were #1.
by Anon on 2012-11-16

You and your employees always do a wonderful job of keeping my car in the
best possible state of repair, go out of your way to work within my schedule
and to save me money. Wouldn't have been going to Automedics for 17+
years if I didn't think y'all were #1.
NPS: N/A

great service as always
by BERNIE GIOVACCHINI on 2012-11-10

great service as always
NPS: N/A

Car is running great! Thank you for the car wash they did a nice
job. As always a great experience at Schaumburg Automedics.
by NOREEN HANNON on 2012-11-09

Car is running great! Thank you for the car wash they did a nice job. As
always a great experience at Schaumburg Automedics.
NPS: N/A

Once again, you done me good. Thank you. I can always
depend on you working with me so that I get the best results.
With your help I have been able to keep my vehicles in
dependable status at a reasonable cost.
by RICHARD PETER on 2012-11-07

Once again, you done me good. Thank you. I can always depend on you
working with me so that I get the best results. With your help I have been
able to keep my vehicles in dependable status at a reasonable cost.
NPS: N/A

excellent and friendly service as usual.
by VINCE/DRITA HILGART on 2012-11-04

excellent and friendly service as usual.
NPS: N/A

There is nowhere else I will take my vehicle for service, ever.
It's wonderful to know my car will be expertly cared for and I
truly appreciate never being taken advantage of anytime my car
needs work. Thank you so much.
by RUTH RICHTER on 2012-11-04

There is nowhere else I will take my vehicle for service, ever. It's wonderful
to know my car will be expertly cared for and I truly appreciate never being
taken advantage of anytime my car needs work. Thank you so much.
NPS: N/A

Always excellent service. Never have me have service
performed that isn't necessary. Always professional and do
everything they can to save their customers money.
by KERRIE ANN SKURAN on 2012-11-02

Always excellent service. Never have me have service performed that isn't
necessary. Always professional and do everything they can to save their
customers money.
NPS: N/A

Second time I've been to Automedics and have found them to
be great problem solvers.
by Anon on 2012-11-02

Second time I've been to Automedics and have found them to be great
problem solvers.
NPS: N/A

Schaqumburg Automedics
by TIMOTHY SHEPPARD on 2012-10-31

Scott and JJ are both consummate professionals at what they do, but more
than that, they are interested in your needs and concerns and often offer
and perform concierge type services for no extra cost. I have been going to
them sine 1995 and I have never been dissapointed or felt cheated in any
way.
NPS: N/A

Great Service
by DIANA CABRETTI on 2012-10-26

I have been taking my cars for years to Schaumburg Automedics and every
time I get great service. The Staff is very professional,friendly and most of
all HONEST! I know I will not get ripped off. The Honesty, customer service
and excellent workmanship that the mechanics provide are but a few
reasons I take my automobiles to this shop!
NPS: N/A

Best Car Maintenance
by LINDA WOLFF on 2012-10-21

Excellent mechanics, incredibly honest, helpful, reasonable costs and never
recommneds work that doesn't need to be done. In fact, J.J. is the only
mechanic I have ever known that will steer you away from work!
NPS: N/A

You guys are the best, efficient, knowledgeable, friendly!
by NOREEN HANNON on 2012-10-19

You guys are the best, efficient, knowledgeable, friendly!
NPS: N/A

Best place to go and get your cars repaired. Very friendly and
helpful guys here. You can't go wrong at Schaumburg
Automedics.
by JIM JASINSKI on 2012-10-16

Best place to go and get your cars repaired. Very friendly and helpful guys
here. You can't go wrong at Schaumburg Automedics.
NPS: N/A

Automedics is always professional and thorough. I trust them
to diagnose and repair my vehicles at a good price. I would and
have recommended them to others.
by KELLY COLEMAN on 2012-10-12

Automedics is always professional and thorough. I trust them to diagnose
and repair my vehicles at a good price. I would and have recommended
them to others.
NPS: N/A

As always great job....
by ALEX MAURER on 2012-10-12

As always great job....
NPS: N/A

Great service, great prices, great place!
by JERRY GARDNER on 2012-10-02

I've been coming here for nearly 3 years and have found these folks to be
incredibly professional and very well priced. I have been recommending
them to everyone I know. I moved here from California and needed to find a
shop that I could trust. JJ and his staff are the ones!
NPS: N/A

Excellent all around service from ease of making an
appointment to clear descriptions of what the issues are on
your vehicle before they do any work. These guys are the best!

by RASA SUTKUS on 2012-10-01

Excellent all around service from ease of making an appointment to clear
descriptions of what the issues are on your vehicle before they do any work.
These guys are the best!
NPS: N/A

flat on the road
by BONNIE LABARBERA on 2012-09-27

Great service as usual.....thanks for taking me in at the last minute.....you
guys got me back on the road again. Hey, J.J., I still have October 31 as my
finish the office date in the pool !....or at least get that purse hook up by the
31 ST.! :-) Bonnie
NPS: N/A

Excellent Service
by TERRY/DONNA SIMALE on 2012-09-24

I made an unscheduled visit due to a problem that needed immediate
attention. I received prompt service, and the extensive repair was completed
by the next day. Scott gave me a thorough explanation of the problem and
the repair that was done. Both the quality of service given and repair work
performed were excellent!
NPS: N/A

My vehicles are running great!
by TOM CLARK on 2012-09-23

My vehicles are running great!
NPS: N/A

Always friendly, competent service. Love these guys!
by CHRISTINE BUTLER on 2012-09-16

Always friendly, competent service. Love these guys!
NPS: N/A

Top Notch Shop
by Anon on 2012-09-15

Been bringing my truck(used) in since I got it in 2009. These guys run a
great business: great service, quality work, fair pricing. Just can't find this
kind of service in the vehicle repair industry let alone most businesses thanks guys!
NPS: N/A

Great service as always.
by ANNA PETERS on 2012-09-14

Great service as always.
NPS: N/A

keeps my car running.
by CAROLYN STROPOLI on 2012-09-13

no problems, no worries. always confident in the work needed and
preformed
NPS: N/A

Great job!
by Anon on 2012-08-20

These guys are great! Their integrity shines through in everything they do.
NPS: N/A

friendly and professional. i'm happy will come back
by JOYCE ARNESEN on 2012-08-17

friendly and professional. i'm happy will come back
NPS: N/A

Would recommend you to any and all!
by PHIL YOUNG on 2012-08-17

Would recommend you to any and all!
NPS: N/A

Fast, Great Service
by Anon on 2012-08-14

I went to Automedics as it was the only place in the area with such high
reviews. I was not disappointed. Although I just went in for an oil change, it
was done when promised (around 30 minutes) and I didn't have a list of all
the things "wrong" with my car when it was over. I highly recommend this
place!
NPS: N/A

Highly Recommended- The Work is always done right - the first
time
by BILL BERGERON on 2012-07-25

Highly Recommended- The Work is always done right - the first time In the
last two years, AutoMedics have done repairs on my current and my
previous high-mileage vehicles. I'm extremely satisfied with the price and
the quality of their work. The repairs are always performed correctly the first
time. I've never had to return to have a repair re-done. AutoMedics is a
professional operation staffed by quality mechanics.
NPS: N/A

good workmanship, clean shop and nice people.
by GREG DZIOBA on 2012-07-21

good workmanship, clean shop and nice people.
NPS: N/A

You guys are awesome!!!! Thanks for always taking great care
of us!
by MIKE DEEGAN on 2012-07-20

You guys are awesome!!!! Thanks for always taking great care of us!
NPS: N/A

Any time, for any reason....YES!
by PHIL YOUNG on 2012-07-20

Any time, for any reason....YES!
NPS: N/A

automotive mysteries
by PHIL YOUNG on 2012-07-19

You always figure out the greatest sutomotive mysteries!
NPS: N/A

jeep service
by SUE BOLLMANN on 2012-07-19

a big thanks to JJ and his staff. took me in ASAP for some repairs, and had
me out in less than an hour. keep up the great work guys.
NPS: N/A

oil change & turbo hose replacement
by Anon on 2012-07-11

Excellent job well done by
NPS: N/A

Great job as always!
by JOHN RADZINSKI on 2012-07-07

Great job as always!

NPS: N/A

Excellent work completed in a timely manner. Very trustworthy
guys.
by JOSEPH BOSSLET on 2012-07-05

Excellent work completed in a timely manner. Very trustworthy guys.
NPS: N/A

Awesome work done, Awesome people!
by PAUL WEISS on 2012-07-04

This is the fourth vehicle I've brought to JJ and Scott to service. I've been a
customer since 2008, and I've always been satisfied with the quality of the
work. My cars have had their share of work, so Schaumburg Automedics
has benefitted from that. But when they fix things, they stay fixed. The thing
I appreciate most is their honest approach. They will not attempt to do extra
work in order to run up the bill. Thanks JJ and Scott!
NPS: N/A

Annual check up
by STEVE PARTMAN on 2012-07-04

As always, you do great work at a fair price. I'm just trying to figure out how
you can do great work at a FREE price! Happy 4th ! Steve Partman
NPS: N/A

Speedy Service

by PAM BRYAN on 2012-06-30

I noticed oil leaking from my car, and when I called Schaumburg
Automedics and talked to Scott, he was able to accommodate getting me in
at my requested time and then had the problem fixed in about 30 minutes.
Great service as usual!
NPS: N/A

aS ALWAYS YOU DO SUCH A WONDERFUL JOB...WE ARE SO
LUCKY TO HAVE YOU AS A GREAT MECHANIC AND FRIEND!
by ALEX MAURER on 2012-06-29

aS ALWAYS YOU DO SUCH A WONDERFUL JOB...WE ARE SO LUCKY
TO HAVE YOU AS A GREAT MECHANIC AND FRIEND!
NPS: N/A

Excellent work
by JOSEPH BOSSLET on 2012-06-27

SA is always an excellent shop for the work on my car. JJ will call me if
there is additional work that needs to be done as well as additional costs
and time required to complete the job. I do not hesitate to recommend SA to
anyone I know who needs car repair. Thanks, guys!!
NPS: N/A

100,000 mile check up
by KATHY SCHLOSSER on 2012-06-26

Checked over my SUV with 100,000 miles on it before I drove to MN with
my daughter to make sure everything was fine. Makes me feel more
comfortable knowing it has been checked before taking a 6 hour trip!

NPS: N/A

needing an appointment now
by Anon on 2012-06-23

I called and asked for an appointment to have the oil changed. I could only
use this day inasmuch as I had heavy appointments with physical theraphy
following surgery. JJ was very kind and accommodated us with an
appointment that day. Thanks for being so understanding.
NPS: N/A

Always satisfied!
by Anon on 2012-06-20

We are always satisifed with the service we receive at Automedics.
Professional, clean, and honest is what they are! I recommend them to as
many people as I possibly can. They are very knowledgable in the car
repairs.
NPS: N/A

unexpected repair
by FRANCES HILL on 2012-06-20

Excellent as always,got in fast fixed fast and back on the road
NPS: N/A

light blub
by DAVID KISSANE on 2012-06-14

Thanks a bunch for you extened work on my Acura
NPS: N/A

Accord oil change and alignment
by ROBERT NEUBECKER on 2012-06-14

Another great job! Car was done when quickly and at a fair price.
NPS: N/A

oil change & tire repair
by PHIL YOUNG on 2012-06-11

Thanks - as always - great job.
NPS: N/A

zzzzz
by NOREEN HANNON on 2012-06-02

I'm not Noreen, fix your e-mail list .
NPS: N/A

great job. thanks for helping me keep my car on the road.
by RICHARD PETER on 2012-06-01

great job. thanks for helping me keep my car on the road.
NPS: N/A

The tech did a great job, and for less than half of what the
dealer quoted. JJ and his staff are the best!
by CHRIS ROBINSON on 2012-06-01

The tech did a great job, and for less than half of what the dealer quoted. JJ
and his staff are the best!
NPS: N/A

1981 Mercury Grand Marquis
by RYAN ROGERS on 2012-05-29

This is my 2nd time taking my car here. I would definitely recommend using
Schaum Automedics for your vehicle's needs. Jennifer is surprisingly great
& very customer service oriented. You don't get this too often when dealing
with mechanics. They are very honest, saving me around $200+ on a new
Water Pump I had previously installed. The item I purchased was defective.
Instead of charging me for a new one, they sent mine away under warranty.
This saved me a lot of time & hassle. They even showed me the burnt turn
signal bulb they replaced. There were some unexpected delays in getting
my car fixed. However, they gave me their Loaner Vehicle so I could pick up
my son from Daycare...free of charge. You guys killed it! Thanks so much
for everything & will def recommend you. Take care. Ryan
NPS: N/A

You got the best shop around!
by TOM CLARK on 2012-05-26

You got the best shop around!
NPS: N/A

Always friendly. I thought I was coming out with a huge charge
and I was pleasantly surprised!
by JANET BARON on 2012-05-25

Always friendly. I thought I was coming out with a huge charge and I was
pleasantly surprised!
NPS: N/A

I appreciate your help in keeping my vehicle running great for a
reasonable cost. THANKS !
by RICHARD PETER on 2012-05-18

I appreciate your help in keeping my vehicle running great for a reasonable
cost. THANKS !
NPS: N/A

I came here as reviews were excelllent & the reviews were
right!! I went to 3 places before Automedics found the problem
& one was a dealership!! The prices are extremely reasonable &
the staff was great!
by NIKI CHRISTOFIDIS on 2012-05-18

I came here as reviews were excelllent & the reviews were right!! I went to 3
places before Automedics found the problem & one was a dealership!! The
prices are extremely reasonable & the staff was great!
NPS: N/A

Good experience just hope car repairs stick this time.
by CHRISTINE DOKEY on 2012-05-18

Good experience just hope car repairs stick this time.
NPS: N/A

The prices for quoted labor and parts was upfront and not
changed upon completion. The work was completed quickly.
We are very pleased with the quality of workmanship and
professionalism of everyone.
by JASON ZALEY on 2012-05-18

The prices for quoted labor and parts was upfront and not changed upon
completion. The work was completed quickly. We are very pleased with the
quality of workmanship and professionalism of everyone.
NPS: N/A

Excellent customer service
by JOE PETERS on 2012-05-12

This was my first time here are everyone treated me very well. I showed up
a little early and they took my vehicle right in. Everyone was very friendly
and the work was done quickly. Highly recommended!
NPS: N/A

Continued excellence
by PHIL YOUNG on 2012-05-02

You all continue to give the best service in the state! Thank you, once again,
for a job well done...
NPS: N/A

Automedics is the best
by TRACY HAUT on 2012-04-30

I've been going to Automedics for over 15 years. I wouldn't trust anyone
else! They are truly the best!
NPS: N/A

we keep coming back due to the fact the repairs and prices are
top notch. ron b
by SUE BOLLMANN on 2012-04-27

we keep coming back due to the fact the repairs and prices are top notch.
ron b
NPS: N/A

We often DO recommend your fine services to friends and
neighbors!
by MARYKATE,JIM MURRAY on 2012-04-27

We often DO recommend your fine services to friends and neighbors!
NPS: N/A

Very Satisfied Customer
by RUTH RICHTER on 2012-04-26

As always, my experience was a good one. From scheduling the
appointment through the completion of the service work, everything was

done timely and professionally. It's nice to know your vehicle is in good
hands and that you will be well taken care of each time. I will continue to
choose Schaumburg Automedics for anything my vehicle needs.
NPS: N/A

sonoma repair
by SUE BOLLMANN on 2012-04-24

as usual the repair time and service was excellent. If my vehicle was stuck
in another state I would have it towed to Auto Medics due to the outstanding
service. plus all the employees are very friendly and Jenny is a pleasure to
deal with. Once again a job well done, keep up the great work guys Auto
Medics are the only ones I trust with my vehicles. Thanks again Ron
Bollmann
NPS: N/A

97 Honda
by EILEEN HENDRIXSON on 2012-04-24

I was referred by Schaumburg Honda for service on the car my son is using
for back and forth to school. The brake lines and some others were rotted
and repairs by Honda would be much more than the car was worth. You
were able to help to get the car safe to drive to help get through the end of
the school year and at a very reasonable price. Very nice people. I will be
bringing my other car here in the future.
NPS: N/A

JJ provided great service. Communication, diagnosis and quick
completion of work. Thank you as usual. Kelly
by KELLY COLEMAN on 2012-04-20

JJ provided great service. Communication, diagnosis and quick completion
of work. Thank you as usual. Kelly
NPS: N/A

My 2 sons and myself feel that we are getting the most honest
and best service we could get for our cars. Keep it up! Thanks
by ROSEANN BURKE on 2012-04-20

My 2 sons and myself feel that we are getting the most honest and best
service we could get for our cars. Keep it up! Thanks
NPS: N/A

Have worked with JJ and crew for years and many different car
and what can I say? We keep coming back.
by BOB PAUTSCH on 2012-04-20

Have worked with JJ and crew for years and many different car and what
can I say? We keep coming back.
NPS: N/A

Unfortunate
by JIM FLORY on 2012-04-20

I have used Schaumburg Automedics for years but unfortunately I cannot
recommend them anymore. They inspected my brakes and told me that I
needed new pads and rotors on the rear immediately, to the tune of around
$400+. As it turns out the brakes were nowhere near as bad as they had
said. As I told JJ, it comes down to a matter of trust.
NPS: N/A

Professional, Friendly, Fast, and Reliable
by JOSEPH BOSSLET on 2012-04-19

I don't think you can do better. These guys will perform the services needed,
warn you of possible problems in the future, and (get this!) talk you out of
services that aren't necessary!! Very trustworthy mechanics who do the
work right the first time.
NPS: N/A

Friendly, knowledgeable, professional, on time - I already
recommend you to others all the time. I always have full
confidence in your service.
by KAREN PATTON on 2012-04-13

Friendly, knowledgeable, professional, on time - I already recommend you
to others all the time. I always have full confidence in your service.
NPS: N/A

We already have. :)
by STEVE KUBICEK on 2012-04-13

We already have. :)
NPS: N/A

I have been going to Schaumburg Auto Medics for years and
will not take my car anywhere else. I thank J.J. and Scott for

many years of honesty and quality work. I tell everyone who
need any work on there cars to go there. You will not be
disappointed. Thanks guys!
by CARLOS CANTU on 2012-04-09

I have been going to Schaumburg Auto Medics for years and will not take
my car anywhere else. I thank J.J. and Scott for many years of honesty and
quality work. I tell everyone who need any work on there cars to go there.
You will not be disappointed. Thanks guys!
NPS: N/A

You are fantastic!!!! Sorry I missed Scott on my last visit!
(Linda)
by MIKE DEEGAN on 2012-04-06

You are fantastic!!!! Sorry I missed Scott on my last visit! (Linda)
NPS: N/A

The owner, I think his name is JJ. (looks like Freddy Mercury)
really took the time to tell me what was going on with my
vehicle. I became a little upset at the Price. He put his arm
around me and gave me a big hug and told me everything was
going to be fine. What a guy. $600 later I was down the road. I
Love this place!!
by BILL MORRIS on 2012-04-05

The owner, I think his name is JJ. (looks like Freddy Mercury) really took the
time to tell me what was going on with my vehicle. I became a little upset at
the Price. He put his arm around me and gave me a big hug and told me
everything was going to be fine. What a guy. $600 later I was down the
road. I Love this place!!
NPS: N/A

You are fantastic! Sorry Scott wasn't there on my last visit!!!
by MIKE DEEGAN on 2012-04-04

You are fantastic! Sorry Scott wasn't there on my last visit!!!
NPS: N/A

Honest but pricey
by CORY ECHITO on 2012-04-02

I brought in my Highlander because I thought that the brakes were
beginning to go. I would have easily accepted the diagnosis of needing a
front and rear brake job. They said that the fronts were great and the rears
were at 30% life. Note that any other National Chain would have gladly
given me a full brake job. I chose to do the rears - they said that the rear
rotors were too pitted and needed to be replaced. I was upset that they
charged me nearly 2X markup on the RETAIL cost of all the parts. I checked
with their local NAPA auto parts for the parts prices. This excessive markup
added over $150 extra to the bill. I brought this up to the manager and he
reduced my bill by $50. If I can find a mechanic that is honest AND
reasonable, I'll be going there.
NPS: N/A

Service and staff are always great! Thanks for always treating
me like a friend and not just a number...not to mention all of
your help and advice on the car :)
by AMBER HORTON on 2012-03-31

Service and staff are always great! Thanks for always treating me like a
friend and not just a number...not to mention all of your help and advice on
the car :)
NPS: N/A

you guys ALWAYS do a great job for us , and this time you
really saved me by getting my truck fixed on short notice so i
could get to my new job. JJ , scott, and and the girl up front
whose name i forgot were awsome. thanks for the great service
again. ron bollmann
by SUE BOLLMANN on 2012-03-30

you guys ALWAYS do a great job for us , and this time you really saved me
by getting my truck fixed on short notice so i could get to my new job. JJ ,
scott, and and the girl up front whose name i forgot were awsome. thanks
for the great service again. ron bollmann
NPS: N/A

fantastic service, as always!
by KATIE GABOR on 2012-03-30

My family and I have gone to Schaumburg Automedics for many years, and
we always have a great experience. I never have trouble getting an
appointment or bringing my car in, since they make loaners available as
needed too. JJ, Scott, and their entire team are friendly, trustworthy, and
knowledgeable. As a woman, I never feel like they are trying to be
patronizing or cheat me, even though my auto mechanical knowledge is
limited. I would (and have) recommend them to anyone to take great care of
your auto needs!
NPS: N/A

Great Customer Service
by Anon on 2012-03-24

In todays market, it seems customer service has left the building. But ended
up here! Everyone is super friendly. The work done, was excellant.
NPS: N/A

The front staff is always courteous to us "mature" clients;
shares information clearly and makes us feel welcome. Thanks
by JOHN LANTZ on 2012-03-24

The front staff is always courteous to us "mature" clients; shares information
clearly and makes us feel welcome. Thanks
NPS: N/A

1995 sonoma p/u
by SUE BOLLMANN on 2012-03-24

i brought my truck in due to a starting problem which I thought was the
starter. Scott and his crew determined it was actuall the the battery. when I
spoke to Jenny ( who was awesome) she said they were full but they
squezed me in anyways, i thought that was great and super cool of them. I
start a new job on monday so I really needed the truck. they did a great job
and I had my truck 4hrs later. I cant say enough about Scot ,JJ , Jenny and
the whole team. I have been a customer there for years, not only because of
the great and resonable prices & sevice but also because of the awesome
people there. they are the ONLY ones I trust to work on my vehicles. when
my new Ford needs work they will get that also. KEEP UP THE GREAT
WORK AND SEVICE PS thanks for the new car payment Scott LOL RON
BOLLMANN
NPS: N/A

Always happy with their work. The only place I've taken my cars
for repairs and maintenance for nearly 10 years now.
by BRIAN AILPORT on 2012-03-23

Always happy with their work. The only place I've taken my cars for repairs
and maintenance for nearly 10 years now.

NPS: N/A

YOU GUYS ARE GREAT. GOOD SERVICE AND WE LIKE
JENNY.
by TAMMY/JOHN BIALEK on 2012-03-23

YOU GUYS ARE GREAT. GOOD SERVICE AND WE LIKE JENNY.
NPS: N/A

L.O.F.
by MEL ZIEGLER on 2012-03-18

plus a performance check up
NPS: N/A

tire repair
by JOHN LANTZ on 2012-03-18

When checking tires on our van it was discovered that a nail had pierced
one of them.The agency doing the checking could not accommodate us and
I remembered Schaumburg Automedics and the great work they did for us
on another occasion. I called on a Friday and was able to have the tire fixed
early Saturday am. I am ever so grateful that this was taken care of in a
timely manner.
NPS: N/A

Awesome service!
by DAVID BURKE on 2012-03-10

Called and received service within an hour! Wow, now that is what I call
service.
NPS: N/A

Car repairs
by Anon on 2012-03-07

Thank you for your excellent & personal service. We have been with Scott &
JJ ever since our car died on 294 when AAA towed it Schaumburg
Auotmedics. Keep up the good Work Guys !!!
NPS: N/A

Quality workmanship, clean and nice shop, and friendly owners
and emplyees.
by GREG DZIOBA on 2012-03-06

Quality workmanship, clean and nice shop, and friendly owners and
emplyees.
NPS: N/A

Excellent Customer service! My entire family services at
Schaumburg Automedics!
by CHRISTOPHER BELTRAN on 2012-03-05

Excellent Customer service! My entire family services at Schaumburg
Automedics!
NPS: N/A

Great Service As Always
by JOHN MORRISON on 2012-03-04

Scott and the crew gave me the service I have come to expect. It may have
been just an oil change but trust them 100% no matter how big or small the
job.
NPS: N/A

Great experience for first time customer!
by JOHN IMBER on 2012-03-02

Great experience for first time customer!
NPS: N/A

Very happy with the service our car received. Have been bring
our cars here since 1998.
by COLETTE/KEITH CLAYTON on 2012-02-27

Very happy with the service our car received. Have been bring our cars here
since 1998.
NPS: N/A

Excellent customer service!
by Tanya Tetserawati on 2012-02-26

The axl of my car broke and I had AAA towed my car here. The next day,
Scott called to inform me that he found an article about a recent recall from
the manufacturer regarding similar problem and thus arranged for my car to
be fixed by the car dealer. He did all of this before he called me! Thanks to
his research, I saved hundreds of dollars and had my car fixed for free by
the dealer! Excellent customer service!

NPS: N/A

You all are the best - love seeing you all-even if it is for an oil
change!
by PHIL YOUNG on 2012-02-25

You all are the best - love seeing you all-even if it is for an oil change!
NPS: N/A

Fully Satisfied
by CHRISTOPHER BELTRAN on 2012-02-24

We service all 4 cars with Schaumburg Automedics. The staff is excellent. I
fully recommend Schaumburg Automedics for all your car care. -Cris
NPS: N/A

A+ Mechanic
by STEPHEN KNUTSON on 2012-02-21

My vehicle couldn't pass emissions. I took it to Scott. He gave realistic
estimates and verified that I wanted the work done before starting. He can
even run the vehicle through emissions for you. A great shop with a great
location.
NPS: N/A

I was so surprised to get a call from JJ asking how my car was
running now! I received excellent, honest service. I will
recommend them to everyone!

by DONA KING on 2012-02-19

I was so surprised to get a call from JJ asking how my car was running now!
I received excellent, honest service. I will recommend them to everyone!
NPS: N/A

You guys are awsome. All of our vehicles run great. I feel thats
because you have a team that care and check the thing that
need to be checked.
by TOM CLARK on 2012-02-19

You guys are awsome. All of our vehicles run great. I feel thats because you
have a team that care and check the thing that need to be checked.
NPS: N/A

Clean, courteous and prompt service
by Anon on 2012-02-19

Am trying to keep my nine-year-old car in proper running order. Automedics
is helping me to do that. So far, so good!
NPS: N/A

wouldn't take any of my vehicles anywhere else
by JOSH BRUCHMAN on 2012-02-18

wouldn't take any of my vehicles anywhere else
NPS: N/A

The best. Period.
by TINA FARRINGTON on 2012-02-13

The best. Period.
NPS: N/A

You have to quit serving warm beer!
by DAVE DOMIN on 2012-02-11

You have to quit serving warm beer!
NPS: N/A

My car was sitting on the driveway after failing emissions a
year ago. I was more than ready to pay our over $1000, as that
was the quote from another shop. You guys got the job done
for $700 less then expected. On top of that my car was taken to
the emission testing facility for me! You have a customer for
life!!
by KIM ANDERSON on 2012-02-10

My car was sitting on the driveway after failing emissions a year ago. I was
more than ready to pay our over $1000, as that was the quote from another
shop. You guys got the job done for $700 less then expected. On top of that
my car was taken to the emission testing facility for me! You have a
customer for life!!
NPS: N/A

Love Sean!!! He takes the time to explain everything very well
so the customer understands::)
by ED TREVINO on 2012-02-10

Love Sean!!! He takes the time to explain everything very well so the
customer understands::)
NPS: N/A

Called at noon on a Monday to make an appointment and they
said bring it in now. It was done by 4:30 same day. That was
good service!
by BOB PAUTSCH on 2012-02-10

Called at noon on a Monday to make an appointment and they said bring it
in now. It was done by 4:30 same day. That was good service!
NPS: N/A

The guys at Automedics are great. They always make sure the
job gets done right and they explain the problems your car has
so you understand what it is.
by CHUCK PHILLIP on 2012-02-10

The guys at Automedics are great. They always make sure the job gets
done right and they explain the problems your car has so you understand
what it is.
NPS: N/A

Good honest fast.
by ANGIE CONSALVO on 2012-02-08

Good honest fast.
NPS: N/A

Excellent service as always. It is nice to deal with friendly
people who are timely, efficient and professional. Thank you for
taking care of my auto(s) for 15+ year. Y'all Rock!
by KERRIE ANN SKURAN on 2012-02-03

Excellent service as always. It is nice to deal with friendly people who are
timely, efficient and professional. Thank you for taking care of my auto(s) for
15+ year. Y'all Rock!
NPS: N/A

Great job as usual. Its nice to get that feeling of confidence
from the moment you walk in the shop. Keep on doing what
your doing, cause your doing it right.
by RICHARD PETER on 2012-02-01

Great job as usual. Its nice to get that feeling of confidence from the
moment you walk in the shop. Keep on doing what your doing, cause your
doing it right.
NPS: N/A

I have No complaints. You were great and I am completely
satisfied. If I ever have any problems, I know where to go. I am
so Glad that Ann Consalvo has recommended you.
by RENEE KING on 2012-01-30

I have No complaints. You were great and I am completely satisfied. If I ever
have any problems, I know where to go. I am so Glad that Ann Consalvo
has recommended you.
NPS: N/A

great service
by RICHARD SMANSKI on 2012-01-27

great service
NPS: N/A

great customer service
by KATHY SCHLOSSER on 2012-01-27

great customer service
NPS: N/A

For about 15 years we have been coming to you for all our
automotive needs...your expertise in all things mechanical is
better than any other. The fact that you treat all of your
customers like family is remarkable. Thank you again for a job
well done.
by PHIL YOUNG on 2012-01-20

For about 15 years we have been coming to you for all our automotive
needs...your expertise in all things mechanical is better than any other. The
fact that you treat all of your customers like family is remarkable. Thank you
again for a job well done.
NPS: N/A

Customer service
by KATHY SCHLOSSER on 2012-01-20

Jennie was very helpful, professional and courteous. Great customer
service

NPS: N/A

You guys surpass my expectations
by TOM CLARK on 2012-01-15

You guys surpass my expectations
NPS: N/A

Prompt service and well knowledge technicians
by JOE CASTRO on 2012-01-12

Prompt service and well knowledge technicians
NPS: N/A

I need a place where I can take my car and not get taken
advantage of and I know you guys are ok
by SUSAN GRIMES on 2012-01-10

I need a place where I can take my car and not get taken advantage of and I
know you guys are ok
NPS: N/A

Daughter's repair
by DIANE & DAVE &MICHELLE DERAMOS on 2012-01-08

J.J. and Scott have been taking care of my family's auto needs for years.
They have always been honorable and thorough in the repairs of our
vehicles. I recommend them highly

NPS: N/A

Oil Change and check
by GLENNA WILKINSON on 2012-01-05

Always excellant service and pleasant personnel.
NPS: N/A

I trust these guys the same as if they were my brothers. They
are fair and honest, a rare combination in this day and age.
by EILEEN PRIEST on 2012-01-04

I trust these guys the same as if they were my brothers. They are fair and
honest, a rare combination in this day and age.
NPS: N/A

Always appreciate the honesty and trust I have with your
service. The unusual sound I was hearing was identified
quickly and no service was needed now with the muffler. Hope
you enjoyed the candy! You deserve it.
by DENISE SUENDER on 2012-01-03

Always appreciate the honesty and trust I have with your service. The
unusual sound I was hearing was identified quickly and no service was
needed now with the muffler. Hope you enjoyed the candy! You deserve it.
NPS: N/A

Would strongly recommend you to all I know who are in need of
excellent car repairs.
by BILL KARSTENSON on 2012-01-03

Would strongly recommend you to all I know who are in need of excellent
car repairs.
NPS: N/A

I was very happy with the service. I have already recommended
you to a friend or two. Thank you!
by LINDA SHANNON on 2012-01-03

I was very happy with the service. I have already recommended you to a
friend or two. Thank you!
NPS: N/A

honest reliable service with a fair price
by ED DALKA on 2012-01-03

honest reliable service with a fair price
NPS: N/A

Front End Alignment on My Truck
by JOE CASTRO on 2012-01-03

I just want to say that I was very please with the service and the auto
technician who worked on my truck. They were able diagnose the problem
with the wheel alignment and the steering issue I was having. I would
recommend my friends and company to visit AutoMedic for their auto
repairs...I'm glad that I found them on the Internet...

NPS: N/A

Truck Service
by PAUL MUTTINI on 2011-12-23

Great service in a timely manner
NPS: N/A

Not my car anymore!
by CATHEY DAWKINS on 2011-12-22

thats ok but I do not have that automobile any longer, for the past 2 years I
did purchase a VW in 2009.....could you remove my name from that car.
Happy Holidays.....Cathey P.S. I have tried to remove that car several times
it will not let me.
NPS: N/A

trans repair
by SUE BOLLMANN on 2011-12-22

as usual the service was fast , friendly and priced fairly. so far the trans is
working properly and i have no doubt it will stay that way. thanks for another
great job guys. ron bollmann
NPS: N/A

very happy with the service rendered secure feeling!
by MEL ZIEGLER on 2011-12-20

very happy with the service rendered secure feeling!
NPS: N/A

Always accomodates my schedule. Fast, friendly, and as
always excellent service. Keeps up with my vehicles records so
I don't have to.
by CHRIS LEINDECKER on 2011-12-18

Always accomodates my schedule. Fast, friendly, and as always excellent
service. Keeps up with my vehicles records so I don't have to.
NPS: N/A

well done, car runs good, engine burning smell still exists,
engine cleaning, thanks for your help
by ANDREW GRAGE on 2011-12-16

well done, car runs good, engine burning smell still exists, engine cleaning,
thanks for your help
NPS: N/A

Great to see you all again. Amazing service as always.
by DAN/NICOLE MOORE on 2011-12-16

Great to see you all again. Amazing service as always.
NPS: N/A

Thanks for the great job you did on our vehicle! I am a going to
send my mom to you the next time she needs service on her
vehicle.
by JOHN RADZINSKI on 2011-12-05

Thanks for the great job you did on our vehicle! I am a going to send my
mom to you the next time she needs service on her vehicle.
NPS: N/A

Again Schaumburg Automedics corrected a problem due to
another shop's error. Honest assessment of the issue and
explained to me what was to be performed and why. They will
be doing all work on my vehicles in the future as I have faith in
their ability to do the job right the first time
by JASON JACKSON on 2011-12-02

Again Schaumburg Automedics corrected a problem due to another shop's
error. Honest assessment of the issue and explained to me what was to be
performed and why. They will be doing all work on my vehicles in the future
as I have faith in their ability to do the job right the first time
NPS: N/A

The service was great. Sean M. took the time to explain the
problems with the Denali. The vehicle's electrical system is
back to normal, definitely fee lsafer driving the Denali. He is a
great asset to your company and I appreciate all of his work.
Thanks!!
by ERICK ROLDAN on 2011-11-28

The service was great. Sean M. took the time to explain the problems with
the Denali. The vehicle's electrical system is back to normal, definitely fee
lsafer driving the Denali. He is a great asset to your company and I
appreciate all of his work. Thanks!!

NPS: N/A

No matter how big or small
by LYNN OSUCHOWSKI on 2011-11-27

As usual, JJ, Scotty and the crew helped fix one of our vehicles for one of
the screwiest problems. A tire had rusted to the axle and we couldn't get it
off. Ta da, the boys come to the rescue and didn't gouge us with a repair
cost. Thanks again and we'll be seeing you soon I bet...
NPS: N/A

Thanks for everything, John. Unfortunately, I never really drive
the Impala, my 21 & 18 year-olds share it, but my wife Kathy
drove it a couple times this week & said it seems fine & the
brakes feel solid. Our other 2 cars are newer, 2009's and under
dealer warranty still, but as they age I would certainly trust
Automedics with my business and would ALWAYS reccomend
you to others.
by BRANDAN DAMERJIAN on 2011-11-26

Thanks for everything, John. Unfortunately, I never really drive the Impala,
my 21 & 18 year-olds share it, but my wife Kathy drove it a couple times this
week & said it seems fine & the brakes feel solid. Our other 2 cars are
newer, 2009's and under dealer warranty still, but as they age I would
certainly trust Automedics with my business and would ALWAYS
reccomend you to others.
NPS: N/A

Excellent service as always
by LINDA WOLFF on 2011-11-23

JJ found a transmission fluid leak and referred me back to the dealer since it
was covered under my new car warranty. Dealer argued validity of
diagnosis, but found the leak and repaired it. When will they ever learn that
JJ and Schaumburg Automedics is the best?!
NPS: N/A

Awesome service every time
by JOSH BRUCHMAN on 2011-11-19

Awesome service every time
NPS: N/A

Once again, great job, guys!
by JOHN BOSSLET on 2011-11-19

Once again, great job, guys!
NPS: N/A

Looks like the oil leak is gone, thanks
by KATHY SCHLOSSER on 2011-11-18

Looks like the oil leak is gone, thanks
NPS: N/A

1985 CORVETTE REPAIRS
by ALAN LANDRY on 2011-11-17

I was very pleased with the service, professionalism and end result! The
Team at Schaumburg Automedics is very thorough. I was consulted and
explained every minor detail during the entire process. The owner
personally called me to explain and obtain approval for any required
additional service and my car was even cleaned before it was returned to
me. I would highly recommend Schaumburg Automedics to any family
member or friends.
NPS: N/A

Always a good job done
by PAT MCGETTRICK on 2011-11-16

I am very glad that I found Automedics. I now have a reliable, trustworthy,
friendly and clean repair shop that I can bring my car to be serviced. I am
comfortable discussing what needs to be done etc., without feeling
intimidated. Everyone is friendly and courteous. As long as we can keep my
car running, I will be with Automedics. Pat McGettrick, Schaumburg
NPS: N/A

great service
by FRANCES HILL on 2011-11-12

Great to work with, easy to get appointment.
NPS: N/A

Thanks JJ
by JIM BONFIELD on 2011-11-10

Thanks JJ
NPS: N/A

They came to the rescue again.
by BUD EBERT on 2011-11-03

Well, I waited too long to replace my battery. While at work my car would
not start. I called JJ and he got me in that afternoon. Great service again.
NPS: N/A

excellent
by LUVONNE REAMER on 2011-10-28

I always leave happy, I trust what I am told and always receive great
service. JJ and Scott go out their way for me. When in town will always go
there and would recommend to everyone.
NPS: N/A

Honest, straight-forward mechanic shop
by Anon on 2011-10-21

I recently had my vehicle serviced at Automedics and I found the people to
be very patient, receptive and honest. They went beyond regular service to
accommodate and I am very thankful. I would definitely recommend.
NPS: N/A

Fair and Friendly Service
by KATIE GABOR on 2011-10-21

I've gone to these guys for many years , and there is no 1 I trust more with
my car . they give you fair and reasonable estimates and the work is quality
.
NPS: N/A

JJ and the crew at Schaumburg Automedics gave my car a fast
and thorough inspection. They let me know what needed
attention on my car with no pressure... if you want a licensed
technician you can trust, go see JJ!
by KATIE SUVADE on 2011-10-17

JJ and the crew at Schaumburg Automedics gave my car a fast and
thorough inspection. They let me know what needed attention on my car
with no pressure... if you want a licensed technician you can trust, go see
JJ!
NPS: N/A

I truly appreciate your taking my car days prior to my
scheduled appointment because I felt it was unsafe. I will
continue to come back because I believe you will make sure my
vehicle is safe to drive. Thanks so much.
by RUTH RICHTER on 2011-10-16

I truly appreciate your taking my car days prior to my scheduled
appointment because I felt it was unsafe. I will continue to come back
because I believe you will make sure my vehicle is safe to drive. Thanks so
much.
NPS: N/A

They have always been very helpful, honest and bend over
backwards to assist myself and family. I recommend them
without reservation.
by DIANE & DAVE &MICHELLE DERAMOS on 2011-10-14

They have always been very helpful, honest and bend over backwards to
assist myself and family. I recommend them without reservation.
NPS: N/A

Great, as always
by KAREN PATTON on 2011-10-02

Just a simple visit for an oil change and related items, but as always,
everything was on time, quickly taken care of, and was given advice on
upcoming service items to start planning ahead for (helps for budgeting).
Very professionally run shop, and I always feel completely confident that it is
top quality work and always above board and ethical. They are great in
providing coupons, and always honoring to give best possible price. Never
any complaints in the two years I've been a customer. Wouldn't go
anywhere else.
NPS: N/A

Have used Schaumburg Automedics 3 times and have had
been happy with every and all services. They are all about
customer service. They explain any services or answer any
questions. I have complete faith and trust in them.
by BOB ASHBY on 2011-09-30

Have used Schaumburg Automedics 3 times and have had been happy with
every and all services. They are all about customer service. They explain
any services or answer any questions. I have complete faith and trust in
them.
NPS: N/A

Truck repair
by PAUL MUTTINI on 2011-09-29

Great service. Great explanation of service's performed
NPS: N/A

Complete confidence
by BOB ASHBY on 2011-09-27

This is the third time I have used Schaumburg Automedic. The first time, it
was becasue of the client reviews. I was very pleased with the
professionalism and prices. Most mechanic places, when I first walked in, I
knew I was going to be in trouble. But with Schaumburg Automedic, I felt
completely at ease and 'safe'. JJ and Scott were courteous, professional
and explained everything and answered any question I had without
hesitation. They did nothing without my prior approval. Their customer
service is top notch, they will drop you off and pick you up. I would, and
have, recommend Schaumburg Automedic to anyone looking for an honest,
dependable and trustworthy car repair. They were able to give same day
service and I am 100% satisfied.
NPS: N/A

Everything was completed in one day and the "mistery" as to
why the back wiper was not working was found & resolved.
Greatful for the labor discount too.
by DENISE SUENDER on 2011-09-23

Everything was completed in one day and the "mistery" as to why the back
wiper was not working was found & resolved. Greatful for the labor discount
too.
NPS: N/A

Great service at a competitive price
by PATRICK BLACK on 2011-09-22

I looked up JJ and his staff online at the Car Talk website, as well as on
Angie's list and was impressed by their reviews. I can say that the reviews
were right and I am very impressed with the service. JJ kept me informed
about the status of my car, and his quote was spot on (and much cheaper
than other quotes I got). I will definitely be coming back!
NPS: N/A

last minute oil change
by MIKE O'CONNOR on 2011-09-22

JJ - thanks for squeezing me in for a last-minute oil change yesterday.
NPS: N/A

Very Honest Mechanics!
by PAM BRYAN on 2011-09-17

I brought my car in as I thought it should be time to replace the front brakes
(as Schaumburg Automedics replaced the rear brakes a year ago) and
would have willingly paid to get them replaced, but Scott and JJ advised me
that I still had another 15 - 20,000 miles left to go before I would need to
replace them! I sure do appreciate their honesty! That is hard to find these
days! Thanks for that!
NPS: N/A

owner

by RON BRODHAGEN on 2011-09-15

The service was excellent, price was as quoted with no surprise prices and I
found Schaumburg Automedics to be very honest. I would definately
recommend them.
NPS: N/A

Short Notice
by AMANDA MARTINEZ on 2011-09-14

We called the day before for an oil leak. They got us in right away. It wasn't
an oil leak but something else. Me and my two kids waited while they fixed
it. They are awesome!!
NPS: N/A

Great Service
by KYLE HENDRIX on 2011-09-07

I took my car there on Tuesday, the day after labor day at 8am. I needed a
door glass fixed and they didn't have the part in stock. To make their job
harder I told them I'd like to have the car 1:30pm. They said they would look
into getting the part sooner and would call me back. Scott called me back at
11:00am and told me the car was done and I could come pick it up. This is
the only place I'll refer my friends for auto work. Couldn't be more happier
with the outcome.
NPS: N/A

I drive a 2000 Firebird Formula. I have been taking my car to
Automedics for 8 years now. Never any problems at all. Most
work done same day. They're the only shop I trust with my car.
by BRIAN AILPORT on 2011-09-02

I drive a 2000 Firebird Formula. I have been taking my car to Automedics for
8 years now. Never any problems at all. Most work done same day. They're
the only shop I trust with my car.
NPS: N/A

Always professional, always there. Thank you!
by VIKTORIA RIBAK0VA on 2011-09-02

Always professional, always there. Thank you!
NPS: N/A

melviszig@att.net
by MEL ZIEGLER on 2011-09-01

great job done in a timely manner
NPS: N/A

reviews
by DOROTHY MARKS on 2011-08-31

Wonderful team, great service, my car feels tight and new again. That is the
plus. Negatives, way too many emails and I would refrain from offering a
$10 referral bonus to someone who's just wrote you a check for $1100. It's a
slap in the face. Until next time. D
NPS: N/A

They did a great job repairing my tire which got a nail stuck in it
and was losing air. They were fast and honest. He told me they

do a lot of different services like oil changes so I''ll definately
be back for one. Thanks!
by GABRIELLA TENUTA on 2011-08-31

They did a great job repairing my tire which got a nail stuck in it and was
losing air. They were fast and honest. He told me they do a lot of different
services like oil changes so I''ll definately be back for one. Thanks!
NPS: N/A

automedics always exceeds customer expectations!!
by JIM MAYERS on 2011-08-30

automedics always exceeds customer expectations!!
NPS: N/A

Everything was perfect---as usual!
by JIM BERG on 2011-08-30

Everything was perfect---as usual!
NPS: N/A

Everyone
by RITA DAVIS on 2011-08-26

Complete and always courteous service!
NPS: N/A

Tracking an elusive error code.
by RICH FORSTER on 2011-08-24

Automedics was able to track down a phantom "Check Engine Soon" error
that has been showing up and disappearing on a weekly basis for over 6
months. They also went out of their way to pick me up and drive me back to
their shop during a rain storm.
NPS: N/A

Service was completed in one day and was not over priced. I
will definitely be returning in the future. Thanks guys!
by BILL ANDERSON on 2011-08-23

Service was completed in one day and was not over priced. I will definitely
be returning in the future. Thanks guys!
NPS: N/A

Great Service
by AMANDA MARTINEZ on 2011-08-23

Schaumburg Automedics is honest and fair in price. I would not bring our
cars to any other place!!
NPS: N/A

We always receive excellent service. JJ and Scott are always
upfront and honest. I trust both of them and will not go
anywhere else. Recently, my friend was looking for a place to
bring her new minivan and I highly recommended Automedics.
Thanks for always accomodating us and providing great
service with a friendly attitude. It's nice to be able to trust your
mechanic!!

by ERWIN/HEATHER VIDA on 2011-08-20

We always receive excellent service. JJ and Scott are always upfront and
honest. I trust both of them and will not go anywhere else. Recently, my
friend was looking for a place to bring her new minivan and I highly
recommended Automedics. Thanks for always accomodating us and
providing great service with a friendly attitude. It's nice to be able to trust
your mechanic!!
NPS: N/A

Always do a great job!
by JACK STEVENS on 2011-08-19

Always do a great job!
NPS: N/A

Once again, a great job, well done. Your customer service
(getting me to and from) is one of the little nice things that
makes a difference. Keep up the good work.
by RICHARD PETER on 2011-08-16

Once again, a great job, well done. Your customer service (getting me to
and from) is one of the little nice things that makes a difference. Keep up the
good work.
NPS: N/A

Always great service!!
by FRANCES HILL on 2011-08-16

Always great service!!

NPS: N/A

Excellent as usual!
by STEVE BOYDSTON on 2011-08-16

Excellent as usual!
NPS: N/A

They are the best and the shop is so clean
by REBECCA JOBST on 2011-08-15

They are the best and the shop is so clean
NPS: N/A

I've never had a problem with the guys at Schaumburg
Automedics. Always top-notch customer service and high
quality work.
by CHUCK PHILLIP on 2011-08-15

I've never had a problem with the guys at Schaumburg Automedics. Always
top-notch customer service and high quality work.
NPS: N/A

rating
by Anon on 2011-08-10

Thank you keeping my cars running smoothly. You are the best.

NPS: N/A

Excellent and straight-forward mechanics. Great value.
by EMILY VOLKAMER on 2011-07-27

Last week during the start of Chicagoland's heat wave our PT Cruiser's
radiator lost its coolant, causing an engine shutdown because of
overheating. Within about 3 days since we asked Schaumburg Automedics
to repair our car they had it done. Because of the radiator problem a number
of engine components were affected and needed to be replaced. It wasn't a
cheap problem to fix, unfortunately for us, but Schaumburg Automedics
quoted me a fair price for the parts and labor. I felt that they were very
straight-forward with my wife and I the whole time, and very reasonable with
their estimate. After they repaired the car we went to pick it up. It was all
cleaned up, had new oil and coolant, the radiator, timing belt, head cylinder,
etc were replaced. They even threw in a few extra little repairs but didn't
raise the estimated price. Cannot complain about that. Car ran perfect. Even
an annoying squeaking wheel that I had forgotten to mention to the
mechanic had been somehow fixed. This has been my second visit to these
guys over the last five years and they do excellent work. My dad was
pleased to find out that one of the mechanics there was a favorite one from
a different place he had gone to years ago (though I forget who he said it
was). I recommend them to all my family and friends.
NPS: N/A

A wonderful job as always. You took my car into the shop right
on schedule - no waiting YEAH! You got everything
accomplished in a timely manner and explained everything that
had been done. Also your mechanics are always so careful with
my vehicle. Have never had a smudge, fingerprint or footprint
left in or on my vehicle in the approx. 15 years you have been
servicing my vehicle. Thank you!
by KERRIE ANN SKURAN on 2011-07-18

A wonderful job as always. You took my car into the shop right on schedule
- no waiting YEAH! You got everything accomplished in a timely manner

and explained everything that had been done. Also your mechanics are
always so careful with my vehicle. Have never had a smudge, fingerprint or
footprint left in or on my vehicle in the approx. 15 years you have been
servicing my vehicle. Thank you!
NPS: N/A

Very satisfied customer!
by Anon on 2011-07-17

ALWAYS get the best service from Scott and J.J. (the owners). Not
necessarily the cheapest, but you truly do get what you pay for and the
reason I've been going to their shop for seven years now. It's hard in this
day and age to trust an automotive repair/maintenance business, but I don't
ever have to worry about "what is really going on with my car"...they're
phenomenal and very trustworthy!
NPS: N/A

.
by DAVE BRUCHMAN on 2011-07-16

excellent service as I always expect
NPS: N/A

Don't go anywhere else
by Anon on 2011-07-14

You can trust these guys. That's what you need in an auto mechanic. These
guys know what they are doing, explain what happened and what options
you have, and do the work fast.
NPS: N/A

A big thank you.
by TOM CLARK on 2011-07-10

The detailing of the car was a very nice touch.I want to thank again. I don't
drive the car but the ones how do, have not stopped talking about it yet. All
good of course.Now I will have peace of mind knowing the car is safer foe
this trip.
NPS: N/A

Great Friendly Service
by ELANOR SMITH on 2011-07-09

I don't bring my car anywhere else. I know that the mechanics are great and
the parts they use are high quality. Scott explains everything and is great to
work with. They create a professional and trustworthy atmosphere.
NPS: N/A

Always recommend your business.You guys are the greatest.
Thanks for everything you do above and beyond the necessary
need. Thanks
by JOANNE GORDON on 2011-07-08

Always recommend your business.You guys are the greatest. Thanks for
everything you do above and beyond the necessary need. Thanks
NPS: N/A

We have been taking our cars to Automedics for years! We
have found them to be very reliable and people that we trust.

by FRANS DEGEUS on 2011-07-02

We have been taking our cars to Automedics for years! We have found
them to be very reliable and people that we trust.
NPS: N/A

Long time client. For a reason
by BUD EBERT on 2011-07-01

Long time client. For a reason
NPS: N/A

how was my service?????
by JIM/ROB PAYNE on 2011-06-29

ya don't hear me bitchen, do you?
NPS: N/A

You are the friends we trust with our cars! You are the best!
by MIKE DEEGAN on 2011-06-28

You are the friends we trust with our cars! You are the best!
NPS: N/A

Have received a variety of services from Schaumburg
Automedics for over a year now, since a local NAPA store
recommended them hands down as "not the cheapest, but
absolutely the best." I have found them to be great, as well as

reasonably priced (their coupons help). Highly knowledgeable,
straight up, completely professional. They counseled me on
replacing my car, inspected one and told me to give it back (I
did and they were right), inspected another and gave me
thumbs up (it's been great). They helped with the prior car on a
variety of issues, and now are keeping the newer one running
with no problems. I recommend them without reservation.
by KAREN PATTON on 2011-06-27

Have received a variety of services from Schaumburg Automedics for over a
year now, since a local NAPA store recommended them hands down as
"not the cheapest, but absolutely the best." I have found them to be great,
as well as reasonably priced (their coupons help). Highly knowledgeable,
straight up, completely professional. They counseled me on replacing my
car, inspected one and told me to give it back (I did and they were right),
inspected another and gave me thumbs up (it's been great). They helped
with the prior car on a variety of issues, and now are keeping the newer one
running with no problems. I recommend them without reservation.
NPS: N/A

I appreciate you guys as always....but it is still leaking a little. I
will see if the paper towel gets filled up again. Maybe it's just
left over drops from the new radiator installation? Thanks
again.
by BONNIE LABARBERA on 2011-06-27

I appreciate you guys as always....but it is still leaking a little. I will see if the
paper towel gets filled up again. Maybe it's just left over drops from the new
radiator installation? Thanks again.
NPS: N/A

Dorie Gordon's Toyota Sienna
by STEPHEN GORDON on 2011-06-27

Great work as always guys. JJ, thanks for the brochure on the fuel injector
cleaning process that you perform. It is clearly a much more thorough
cleaning than most shops would do, and Dorie and I appreciate it. You're
the best!
NPS: N/A

Check engine lite
by COLETTE/KEITH CLAYTON on 2011-06-22

My check engine light was on. I brought it in. They not only corrected it but,
took the car in for the immessions test for me !!!
NPS: N/A

YOU GUYS ARE ALWAYS THE BEST
by PHIL YOUNG on 2011-06-17

YOU GUYS ARE ALWAYS THE BEST
NPS: N/A

Excellent! Thanks.
by CHRISTINE WISINSKI on 2011-06-17

Excellent! Thanks.
NPS: N/A

AC Problem Solved
by RONALD COALE on 2011-06-14

I now see why this place is always busy... Great service and very
knowledgeable. I will definitely be coming back here should I have more
vehicle problems.
NPS: N/A

Excellent service, professional, informative.
by JOSEPH BOSSLET on 2011-06-13

Excellent service, professional, informative.
NPS: N/A

All of us here at Tom's house are very happy with the repears
and services that you the Medics have done for all our vehicles.
Thanks Loads!
by TOM CLARK on 2011-06-11

All of us here at Tom's house are very happy with the repears and services
that you the Medics have done for all our vehicles. Thanks Loads!
NPS: N/A

You guys rock, wouldn't trade you guys for anything. Why
when you have the best:)
by TRACY WILFINGER on 2011-06-10

You guys rock, wouldn't trade you guys for anything. Why when you have
the best:)
NPS: N/A

*****
by ALEX MAURER on 2011-06-10

As always....excellent work, car returned and clean....we are proud to be
customers of schaumburg automedics! Peace, The Maurer's
NPS: N/A

Best so far
by Guillaume Dougados on 2011-06-10

Best auto shop to date. I've been coming for years with multiple cars,
honest and knowledgeable people. Now moving out of state and hope I will
find a shop to match my expectations based on my experience with
Schaumburg Automedics.
NPS: N/A

Best mileage yet
by RICH FORSTER on 2011-06-09

I am still blown away at the gas mileage I am getting since getting the
oxygen sensor replaced along with some other maintenance. My combined
now is better than the highway rating. And this is on a 2001 Saturn with over
200,000 miles on it. Great job.
NPS: N/A

Great Service
by Anon on 2011-06-09

Very knowledgeable staff. Had an engine misfire that was quickly diagnosed
and repaired. They call to verify that you are okay with what they want to do
to the car and also make recommendations on what other services your
vehicle might need. Great shop and technicians.
NPS: N/A

Needs improvement in Customer Service skills
by Anon on 2011-06-08

The prices were very competitive. The work seemed to be done well. The
only thing that did NOT impress me was the poor customer service. Very
little smiles, and just felt like the people in front are pissed off.
NPS: N/A

Charlotte
by TOM/CHARLOTTE DEVITO on 2011-06-04

I am always satisfied with the service I get from you. you tell me which
repairs can wait or have to done now due to the safety of my children.
NPS: N/A

oil change
by FRANCES HILL on 2011-05-28

Always great to work with.
NPS: N/A

As always excellent service
by KUMAR MALLEGOWDA on 2011-05-20

As always excellent service
NPS: N/A

You all have been more than excellent in helping me keep my
car in good working order as well as understand my financials
in getting the work done that I can pay for by spreading it out.
by BETSY MONICA on 2011-05-18

You all have been more than excellent in helping me keep my car in good
working order as well as understand my financials in getting the work done
that I can pay for by spreading it out.
NPS: N/A

Great service!
by KUMAR MALLEGOWDA on 2011-05-14

I have been using Schaumburg Automedics for the last two years to service
my Honda Civic. I am fully satisfied with the service they offer. Great
customer service, excellent technicians, value for money, could not ask for
more.
NPS: N/A

Nice job on the Saturn.
by ANTHONY ASHER on 2011-05-14

Nice job on the Saturn.
NPS: N/A

great job
by SUE BOLLMANN on 2011-05-14

we appreciate your hard work, you guys did an excellent job. ron bollmann
NPS: N/A

excellent service as always
by JOSH BRUCHMAN on 2011-05-14

excellent service as always
NPS: N/A

thank you
by BRUCE/JEAN HUCHRO on 2011-05-14

Scott and JJ, Just want to say thanks for taking the time from your busy
schedule on Thursday. You provide excellent service when it is crunch time.
When a person is need of a car. Thanks again and continue that exceelent
service. Bruce Huchro
NPS: N/A

JJ and his people have always been a great place to keep my
cars running properly and get questions answered about
issues I might have with my cars.
by BLAINE FUHRMANN on 2011-05-14

JJ and his people have always been a great place to keep my cars running
properly and get questions answered about issues I might have with my
cars.
NPS: N/A

Excellent Service
by LYNN OSUCHOWSKI on 2011-05-13

Always excellent: whether it's mechanical, personable, just a concern. rely,
recommend and repeat w/ Schaumburg Automedics.
NPS: N/A

Great Service from guys you can trust
by Anon on 2011-05-10

I have received service from Schaumburg Automedics for the past 17years,
first, with my Toyotal Corolla and then with my Honda CRV. I wouldn't
hesitate to recommend this auto shop. They are courteous, trustworthy, and
do excellent work.
NPS: N/A

Consistently good service
by Anon on 2011-05-08

JJ & Scott consistently provide honest evaluations of repairs needed for our
cars.
NPS: N/A

very quick and courtious service
by MEL ZIEGLER on 2011-05-07

very quick and courtious service
NPS: N/A

Schaumburg Automedics always provides reliable, timely and
trustworthy service.
by ED HARTGRAVES on 2011-05-06

Schaumburg Automedics always provides reliable, timely and trustworthy
service.
NPS: N/A

Totally Trusted!
by ELAINE SPECHA on 2011-05-05

Your service is the BEST! I always feel 100% comfortable with your
recommendations. And you're always prompt with your time estimates. I've
referred you to anyone I know who's looking for service!
NPS: N/A

As always ya'll take good care of my wife when she's in there. I
appreciate it! Dan
by DAN/NICOLE MOORE on 2011-05-04

As always ya'll take good care of my wife when she's in there. I appreciate
it! Dan
NPS: N/A

excellent service
by MEL ZIEGLER on 2011-05-04

excellent service
NPS: N/A

My truck feels like new. I'm glad I found Schaumburg
Automedics.
by RAY GASSMANN on 2011-05-04

My truck feels like new. I'm glad I found Schaumburg Automedics.
NPS: N/A

I'm sure you know that we think you are grand - there's an old
song like that, but the lyrics fit. Thanks for everything. Joan
by JOHN DEPPONG on 2011-05-04

I'm sure you know that we think you are grand - there's an old song like that,
but the lyrics fit. Thanks for everything. Joan
NPS: N/A

We can always count on you guys. Very happy. Cars are
running great otherwise we would be in more!!
by TAMMY/JOHN BIALEK on 2011-05-04

We can always count on you guys. Very happy. Cars are running great
otherwise we would be in more!!

NPS: N/A

Bob Neubecker
by ROBERT NEUBECKER on 2011-04-25

Great service as always! My car was done when they promised. Told me
what I needed done what I didn't need. Always honest and willing to explain
if I have questions.
NPS: N/A

River Dance Review
by BONNIE LABARBERA on 2011-04-13

Even thouogh there were no kilts to be seen, you guys do make car repair
painless ! Thank you for added touches of the loaner car and car wash. It is
appreciated. :-)
NPS: N/A

Great Service
by BRIAN SZALONY on 2011-04-09

Ibrought my 2003 Blazer in for an engine light coming on and during their
inspection found acouple underlying problems that would not have known
about. Very thorough in making sure you get your vehicle back in the best
working condition as possible.
NPS: N/A

oil change

by VICTORIA BROWN on 2011-04-04

I came in for a routine oil change. I like JJ and team because they always
tell me what service items are coming up before they are a
mechanical/safety issue.
NPS: N/A

OUTSTANDING - as always
by MARYKATE,JIM MURRAY on 2011-04-02

Always a complete pleasure to deal with an organization that's so highly
proficient, totally competent, unfailingly prompt, knowledgeable, courteous,
friendly, trustworthy (startin' to sound like Boy Scouts... but true) energetic,
enthusiastic and 100% ETHICAL!!! Gotta love 'em!
NPS: N/A

Very Pleasant...As Always!
by JEFF FULKERSON on 2011-04-01

JJ, Scott, and the rest of the team at Schaumburg Automedics have always
done top notch work for us. I wouldn't think of taking our cars anywhere
else.
NPS: N/A

You are wonderful reliable people. Thank you for all your help
whenever I need it!
by PAT HOMP on 2011-03-31

You are wonderful reliable people. Thank you for all your help whenever I
need it!
NPS: N/A

Honest and know what they are talking about.
by CADE FEILEN on 2011-03-31

Honest and know what they are talking about.
NPS: N/A

5 star
by ALEX MAURER on 2011-03-31

As always very happy, great job! Always gets the truck done with in our
schedule and done right!
NPS: N/A

I am extremely satisfied with the work done on my car.
by SYLVIA HENFLING on 2011-03-30

I am extremely satisfied with the work done on my car.
NPS: N/A

I was given options when I explained my situation. First time
visitor and I didn't want to go to the dealer. John explained the
work that might be done, came back witht he finding, and the
work was started. Work was completed as expected and in a
reasonable time. Since the work was completed, gas mileage
has improved. Have to return for a follow up visit to see if there
are any other adjustments needed. Pleased with the work and
results.

by JACK TROJANOWSKI on 2011-03-30

I was given options when I explained my situation. First time visitor and I
didn't want to go to the dealer. John explained the work that might be done,
came back witht he finding, and the work was started. Work was completed
as expected and in a reasonable time. Since the work was completed, gas
mileage has improved. Have to return for a follow up visit to see if there are
any other adjustments needed. Pleased with the work and results.
NPS: N/A

Car is running beautifully. Have a lot of trust in Schaumburg
Automedics. Pat
by PAT MCGETTRICK on 2011-03-30

Car is running beautifully. Have a lot of trust in Schaumburg Automedics.
Pat
NPS: N/A

We were very happy with the service we received. A friend
recommended them to us because my daughter is new to the
area and we didn't know who to take her car to. We will
definitely take her car back there again.
by JESSICA BRESE on 2011-03-29

We were very happy with the service we received. A friend recommended
them to us because my daughter is new to the area and we didn't know who
to take her car to. We will definitely take her car back there again.
NPS: N/A

Schaumburg Automedics went well above and beyond the call
in fixing our van. You literally saved our family vacation and I
will be posting a review online.

by RICHARD CARLSON on 2011-03-29

Schaumburg Automedics went well above and beyond the call in fixing our
van. You literally saved our family vacation and I will be posting a review
online.
NPS: N/A

John and JJ always take great care of my sons car. They even
dropped me off at home when I needed a ride! I don't kwow any
other place I would let work on my cars!
by MIKE ALEXANDER on 2011-03-29

John and JJ always take great care of my sons car. They even dropped me
off at home when I needed a ride! I don't kwow any other place I would let
work on my cars!
NPS: N/A

great team
by RASA SUTKUS on 2011-03-26

Just a simple oil change. I live in Chicago yet still drive out this way 'cuz I
trust these guys that much. Excellent service, good prices.
NPS: N/A

I can relax
by Anon on 2011-03-25

The little things I overlook,forget to check or replace, your team has come to
my rescue. Thanks loads.
NPS: N/A

good as usual
by ROBERT BECK on 2011-03-15

clean shop, competent mechanics, fair pricing & friendly customer interface.
what's not to like?
NPS: N/A

Excellent
by Anon on 2011-03-13

I have always been satisfied with the service and knowledge of all the
technicians at Schaumburg automedics.I am a customer for life!!
NPS: N/A

oil change
by FRANCES HILL on 2011-03-13

Great as always!!! Very easy to work with.
NPS: N/A

great
by DAVID KISSANE on 2011-03-12

Always a great job.....will be back for service work.
NPS: N/A

5 star
by BONNIE LABARBERA on 2011-03-11

Satisfied as always......awaiting the kilt uniforms :-) !
NPS: N/A

Great Service
by Anon on 2011-03-11

Very help full, knowledgeable, and caring. They did great work and took
extra time to make sure everything was working right without charging me
extra. Will be back again!
NPS: N/A

GREAT JOB AS ALWAYS
by RICHARD PETER on 2011-03-10

I stopped in, unscheduled, for an estimate and to let you order parts. You
worked me into the schedule and the next thing I knew NAPA was in the
front door with parts. Couldn't ask for better.
NPS: N/A

Great as usual
by TOM GOUGH on 2011-03-10

Always know my car is in good hands at Schaumburg Automedics.
NPS: N/A

*****
by ALEX MAURER on 2011-03-08

Always do a great job! very professional. Schedule time is accurate! Thanks
for a great job!
NPS: N/A

Perfect
by JEFF PETTIT on 2011-03-04

JJ a job done well. Thanks to all of your employees. Never a regret and
always know that when we leave there the issue is resolved and the work is
done right... Thanks
NPS: N/A

Great
by PAUL MUTTINI on 2011-03-03

Very informative in diagnosis, and in explaining the the solution. Great work
on the vehicle it self.
NPS: N/A

WONDERFUL AS ALWAYS!!!
by ANUPAMA ORTIZ on 2011-02-27

THE SERVICE HERE IS ALWAYS GREAT. WHAT MAKES
SCHAUMBURG AUTOMEDICS UNIQUE IS THAT THEY ARE ALWAYS

CONSISTENT IN DELIVERING QUALITY SERVICE! THAT CANNOT BE
SAID ABOUT MANY BUSINESSES THESE DAYS. EVERY EXPERIENCE
WE HAVE HAD HERE HAS BEEN POSITIVE.
NPS: N/A

Good work
by MATT/NANCY MCCLURE on 2011-02-27

I appreciate being kept in the loop on parts, costs, and the like. Scott and JJ
are always forthright and honest. Good community firm.
NPS: N/A

Fantastic experience!
by BARRY KAPLAN on 2011-02-22

I was really happy to have found these guys. I was blown away at how
willing to help and how interested they were in helping to reolve my issues
and keep the costs manageable. These guys are a rare find. Very honest,
very helpful guys!
NPS: N/A

great service
by FRANK ZAJACK on 2011-02-21

great service
NPS: N/A

My "go to" mechanic is my uncle, but we moved out of state
and I was in search of a new mechanic that I could trust as
much as family... and I can happily say I found one! They were
able to solve my car's problem with an affordable option and
explained it in a way I could understand. I think what I was most
impressed with was the way that each time I called, it didn't
matter who answered the phone. They were all well informed on
the situation, and I didn't have to explain who I was or what was
wrong to multiple people. Schaumburg Automedics is now my
go-to mechanic as long as I live in Illinois.
by MARCELINE RANDALL on 2011-02-19

My "go to" mechanic is my uncle, but we moved out of state and I was in
search of a new mechanic that I could trust as much as family... and I can
happily say I found one! They were able to solve my car's problem with an
affordable option and explained it in a way I could understand. I think what I
was most impressed with was the way that each time I called, it didn't
matter who answered the phone. They were all well informed on the
situation, and I didn't have to explain who I was or what was wrong to
multiple people. Schaumburg Automedics is now my go-to mechanic as
long as I live in Illinois.
NPS: N/A

Tune up, Front end work and fluids
by GREG DZIOBA on 2011-02-19

I trust the facility on workmanship and using quality parts.
NPS: N/A

Fantastic service
by BARRY KAPLAN on 2011-02-18

These guys are very special. Honest, straightforward, and really care about
their customers. They not only did the work fast, but they saved me almost
$1,000 in repairs. They did not have to, but they did. They made me feel like
I was one of the family and I just met them. They talk to you with respect
and really care about customer service. They dropped me off, picked me up
and even washed the car to help me out. I recommend them highly. Great
guys and great service. I am a customer for life.
NPS: N/A

The staff did a great job, everything is running perfectly, great
heat. I would definitely recommend Schaumburg Automedics to
anyone I know!
by CHRIS ROBINSON on 2011-02-17

The staff did a great job, everything is running perfectly, great heat. I would
definitely recommend Schaumburg Automedics to anyone I know!
NPS: N/A

on time at quoted cost
by BOB PAUTSCH on 2011-02-17

always have received satisfaction with the work done by JJ and crew
NPS: N/A

I think you guys went beyond what I expected by finding the
recall and taking the car to Friendly Ford for recall repair. The
work you did was also done well and the vehicle was clean
when returned, thanks.
by AL KLECKA on 2011-02-17

I think you guys went beyond what I expected by finding the recall and
taking the car to Friendly Ford for recall repair. The work you did was also
done well and the vehicle was clean when returned, thanks.
NPS: N/A

If I lived in the area I would use you more often
by JACK ARNOLD on 2011-02-17

If I lived in the area I would use you more often
NPS: N/A

Charlotte DeVito
by TOM/CHARLOTTE DEVITO on 2011-02-15

Thank you for always being honest with us regarding our service to our
cars.
NPS: N/A

Great Friendly Service
by JIM FLORY on 2011-02-06

I would highly recommend them to anyone. Scott and JJ are professional
and trustworthy.
NPS: N/A

Thanks guys
by PHIL YOUNG on 2011-02-06

Even though this last 'camry event' was rather a pain, you all came through
again! Thanks for taking extra good care of us and for picking me up the day
the car had its new windshield put on. You two are always the best! Jean
NPS: N/A

Oil change & rear brake/rotor replacement
by MICHAEL ARCURIE on 2011-02-06

I've known J.J. & Scott for nearly 7 years now and they have always done
very high quality work on the multiple cars I've taken to them. You truly do
get what you pay for with these guys (even if they are a little more
expensive) and the one common denominator with each visit is that they
always get the repair done right the first time.
NPS: N/A

great service from knowledgeable people
by Anon on 2011-02-05

fast service from trained professionals. definitely trustworthy workers!!!
NPS: N/A

excellent
by JIM JASINSKI on 2011-02-04

What can I say. You guys always get us in when we need our cars fixed.
You are honest and fair. I been coming here for 15 years and i can say I
never had a problem with your service or your people. I would not trust any
other place.
NPS: N/A

Zeroed in on the problem
by RICH FORSTER on 2011-01-26

Schaumburg Automedics were able to diagnose the problem without
incurring any unnecessary cost. I made the mistake of taking my car in to
someone else last summer because it would't start in the parking lot and
they just replaced everything without diagnosing the problem and charged
me over $1200.00. I am very satisfied with Automedics.
NPS: N/A

tire pressure light
by PHIL YOUNG on 2011-01-26

Good Morning JJ and Scott - just wanted to let you know that the light has
gone out!Hopefully, for good. Thank you both for your help this time and
always!See you soon......jean
NPS: N/A

Hub bearing
by DAVE BRUCHMAN on 2011-01-25

Outstanding service, time is always of the essence with my work truck, and
they did the job accurately and quickly. My truck was out of service only a
couple hours.
NPS: N/A

Audi A4 Repair
by FERDIE BRILLANTES on 2011-01-13

Car is nice and quiet again. Thanks!
NPS: N/A

oil change-check up
by FRANK ZAJACK on 2011-01-11

great as usual. service is good, fair and honest.
NPS: N/A

ALWAYS GREAT
by LYNN SCHENK on 2011-01-11

WOULD RECOMMAND AUTOMETICS TO ANYONE.
NPS: N/A

I have already recommended you folks, and I'll definitely be
going back. Still need an update on the plastic piece for my
bumper, but overall you guys did a great job!
by JERRY GARDNER on 2011-01-06

I have already recommended you folks, and I'll definitely be going back. Still
need an update on the plastic piece for my bumper, but overall you guys did
a great job!
NPS: N/A

So Far so good
by MATT/NANCY MCCLURE on 2011-01-01

Very professional and honest business
NPS: N/A

Terrific as always
by EILEEN PRIEST on 2010-12-30

You might just be the most trustworthy bunch of "car guys" I know. You
don't try to sell me work or upgrades I don't need.
NPS: N/A

I was worried about getting scheduled maintenance done on
my Saturn after the dealerships closed down but Schaumburg
Automedics has been able to provide all the necessary service I
need.
by RICH FORSTER on 2010-12-30

I was worried about getting scheduled maintenance done on my Saturn
after the dealerships closed down but Schaumburg Automedics has been
able to provide all the necessary service I need.
NPS: N/A

Oil Change
by Anon on 2010-12-29

Good information on an oil change with the amount of inspection done
towards other low maintenance car items. Also, they let me know about a
few other issues my car currently has.
NPS: N/A

Outstanding service. Great staff. You can't go wrong with this
company. Fair prices. Thank you J.J. ,Scott and Staff
by CHRIS LEINDECKER on 2010-12-27

Outstanding service. Great staff. You can't go wrong with this company. Fair
prices. Thank you J.J. ,Scott and Staff
NPS: N/A

Our first experience was very good for two "more mature"
people. Courtesy and the availability of a car while repairs were
made to our car, certainly made the situation more comfortable
for us. The staff is very helpful and informative. Thanks, again.
by JOHN LANTZ on 2010-12-27

Our first experience was very good for two "more mature" people. Courtesy
and the availability of a car while repairs were made to our car, certainly
made the situation more comfortable for us. The staff is very helpful and
informative. Thanks, again.
NPS: N/A

Your work was excellent - appreciated. We have new cars now,
and one of them has gone off to college. Thanks for your
continued accreditation in the BBB.
by BERT ADAMS on 2010-12-26

Your work was excellent - appreciated. We have new cars now, and one of
them has gone off to college. Thanks for your continued accreditation in the
BBB.
NPS: N/A

the car is running good now be innext week merry xmas
by ROSALIE MARTENS on 2010-12-23

the car is running good now be innext week merry xmas
NPS: N/A

JJ, Scot and crew do an excellent job and have fair and
competitive prices. I have and will continue to refer them to
friends and family!
by EDWARD KRONES on 2010-12-23

JJ, Scot and crew do an excellent job and have fair and competitive prices. I
have and will continue to refer them to friends and family!
NPS: N/A

after the EXCELLENT service and extremly fair prices we have
received the several times we have been there we will never go
anywhere else, in fact i have sent several family members and
friends there for service. KEEP UP THE GREAT WORK.
THANKS RON BOLLMANN
by SUE BOLLMANN on 2010-12-23

after the EXCELLENT service and extremly fair prices we have received the
several times we have been there we will never go anywhere else, in fact i
have sent several family members and friends there for service. KEEP UP
THE GREAT WORK. THANKS RON BOLLMANN
NPS: N/A

Really good service. Friendly staff. I trust these guys!
by RASA SUTKUS on 2010-12-23

Really good service. Friendly staff. I trust these guys!
NPS: N/A

A great company to do business with!
by DAVID SZYMONIK on 2010-12-23

A great company to do business with!
NPS: N/A

Always great service, great explanations for what needs to be
done, and they only do what you ask them to do. There's no
pressure to do it all at once; the most important and/or critical
gets done -- for things that are not "mandatory," they will
suggest that another time it will still be safe and okay to get
done . . . .
by BOB ERICKSON on 2010-12-23

Always great service, great explanations for what needs to be done, and
they only do what you ask them to do. There's no pressure to do it all at
once; the most important and/or critical gets done -- for things that are not
"mandatory," they will suggest that another time it will still be safe and okay
to get done . . . .
NPS: N/A

Always a professional experience with the highest quality
repairs. A warranty they stand behind that is national with no
added cost. Highly recommended by me and my family.
by MICHAEL CLARK on 2010-12-23

Always a professional experience with the highest quality repairs. A
warranty they stand behind that is national with no added cost. Highly
recommended by me and my family.
NPS: N/A

They accepted a very short notice apointment. When I showed
up and they determined the work would take a couple hours
longer than expected They offered to drive me home and pick
me up later inthe day. Would highly recommend.
by JEFF KUROWSKI on 2010-12-23

They accepted a very short notice apointment. When I showed up and they
determined the work would take a couple hours longer than expected They
offered to drive me home and pick me up later inthe day. Would highly
recommend.
NPS: N/A

Very satisfied with the quality of service and proffssionalism
we received
by HOLLY REPETA on 2010-12-23

Very satisfied with the quality of service and proffssionalism we received
NPS: N/A

Terrific
by JEFF PETTIT on 2010-12-22

Very professional, on time and informative
NPS: N/A

Outstanding Communications (in advance of repairs/service),
complete integrity, top quality work, always courteous,
EXCELLENT staff, timely performance, obviously dedicated...
heck, you guys would be PERFECT if it weren't for one
deficiency - you don't give out those "Girly Calendars" like they
did in the 1950's. Bummer.
by MARYKATE,JIM MURRAY on 2010-12-22

Outstanding Communications (in advance of repairs/service), complete
integrity, top quality work, always courteous, EXCELLENT staff, timely
performance, obviously dedicated... heck, you guys would be PERFECT if it
weren't for one deficiency - you don't give out those "Girly Calendars" like
they did in the 1950's. Bummer.
NPS: N/A

Never is there a concern when I take my vehicles to
Schaumburg Auto Medics. Friendly yes, but more importantly, I
really believe that Scott can read my mind, and already has
things under control. JJ and his team are the best!
by MICHAEL VINCENZO on 2010-12-22

Never is there a concern when I take my vehicles to Schaumburg Auto
Medics. Friendly yes, but more importantly, I really believe that Scott can
read my mind, and already has things under control. JJ and his team are the
best!
NPS: N/A

Ultra clean shop Competent mechanics Courteous up front Fair
pricing
by ROBERT BECK on 2010-12-22

Ultra clean shop Competent mechanics Courteous up front Fair pricing

NPS: N/A

Very accommodating excellent workmanship and service. Tons
of well deserved awards on their walls - everyone I saw
appeared conscientious and went out of their way to provide
excellent customer service.
by VIRGINIA CAMPAGNOLO on 2010-12-22

Very accommodating excellent workmanship and service. Tons of well
deserved awards on their walls - everyone I saw appeared conscientious
and went out of their way to provide excellent customer service.
NPS: N/A

I have done business with JJ for over twenty years. Never had a
bad or questionable experience with Automedics. Every job has
been done on time at the quoted price.
by BOB PAUTSCH on 2010-12-22

I have done business with JJ for over twenty years. Never had a bad or
questionable experience with Automedics. Every job has been done on time
at the quoted price.
NPS: N/A

It was great
by TRACY WILFINGER on 2010-12-21

You guys do a great job, iwouldnt you guys do a great job, I wouldn't bring
my car any other place. Noneed when I already have the best.
NPS: N/A

very satisfied
by MEL ZIEGLER on 2010-12-20

all work done very professionally because you guys are professional
NPS: N/A

Trustworty and Professional
by Anon on 2010-12-17

SAI has worked on my car for years. I've gone to other mechanics
intermittently, but find SAI to be the best. Thank you, JJ and crew.
NPS: N/A

Fantastic!
by MIKE DEEGAN on 2010-12-06

Schaumburg Automedics ... you guys are the best!
NPS: N/A

excellent
by VIRGINIA CAMPAGNOLO on 2010-12-05

I was very impressed the mechanics all seemed very conscientious well
informed and focused on clients welfare. I wouldn't go anywhere else, if I
didn't have prepaid maintenance which is thankfully almost up. I saw it
written up on NPR's Car Talk website forum as a recommended car repair
facility and they were right.
NPS: N/A

Fixed My Car Fast
by KEVIN GRAFF on 2010-11-26

Schaumburg Automedics worked with another mechanic who had done
work previously and found his mistake and fixed it.
NPS: N/A

very good
by Anon on 2010-11-25

We have only had one visit, so far. We really like what we see and the work
that done to our car.
NPS: N/A

Efficient and helpful
by Anon on 2010-11-23

The people at Schaumburg Automedics respond quickly to emails, fix your
car in a timely manner, and even offer to come pick you up when your car is
ready. Thanks for the excellent service and great experience.
NPS: N/A

Fast Friendly Top Notch Service
by ED DALKA on 2010-11-22

JJ and team provide top notch service at a fair price. Easy to schedule
appointments and always done on time. You are treated like they have
know you forever, not a number or just the next in line.
NPS: N/A

Professional
by RICK TSANG on 2010-11-10

Great service and professional - will recommend to family and friends.
NPS: N/A

Good in all ways
by MATT/NANCY MCCLURE on 2010-11-04

Our van had everything checked to insure it was the battery that was
bad---apparently a dead cell. This is at LEAST the second battery to have
this issue in that van. Van was done on time. It always feel that the price is
honest and upfront without running up with add-on costs. Everyone is
professional. Hard to say either of these at very many auto mechanic shops
these days.
NPS: N/A

Caring and Dependable
by ED FISHER on 2010-11-01

As usual, you guys look at not only my car but and me. You know I am
going through some tough waters right now, and looked at my car situation
with that in mind. Along with that J. J., you have quality mechanics there
that pinpoint and fix what needs to be fixed!! Thanks again!!!!
NPS: N/A

A BIG Thanks
by DAVID KISSANE on 2010-10-27

Thanks so much , my car runs like new.
NPS: N/A

